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Join the Center's Resident Puppet Builder, Jason von
Hinezmeyer. for a hands-on workshop that introduces
several ways of taking a two dimensional design and turning

i it into a three dimensional puppet. Jason will explore
methods and short cuts for sculpting, carving, and
patterning puppets of any type. Starting from a design in his
sketchbook, Jason will work with several different media
(paper, wood, foam, plasticine Clay) to create a final product

All three workshops are posted and available for
streaming on Learn It Live. Simply go to

www.LearnitLive.com/CenterforPuppetryArts ~
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Welcome to Puppetry International #31 j# 4
Brave New Scholarship! Editor

Andrew Periale
PO Box 252

We are fortunate to have Dassia Posner on Strafford, NH 03884

board as our Guest Editor for this issue. The New Vocabulary of aperiale@gmail.com

You'lllearn more about Dassia's background the Puppet Designer/Assistant Editorin her introduction to this issue, but regular
Bonnie Periale

readers of this magazine are already familiar My first foray into puppetry scholarship bperiale@gmail.com
with her work. In addition to writing articles was a graduate paper on Julie Taymor's
and reviews for PI , Dassia ( along with John puppets and masks for Gozzi ' s King Historian/Book Review Editor
Bell ) has been helping to plan our issues Stag , directed by Andrei Serban at the John Bell *
for the past five or six years. The process is American Repertory Theatre (1984, john.bell.puppeteer@gmail.com

congenial and a little dreamlike, as the three remounted 2000). At the time, I was
of us gather around a dining room table over surprised by theatre critics' struggle to Web Guru

Donald Deveta cup of herb tea and ponder the many facets articulate the contribution of puppets and
of our chosen theme, and how it should be masks to the production. It was praised

Advertisingcovered and who should write what. for its "Magic" and "Cross-Cultural Reay Kaplan
Dassia has moved to Chicago to join the Whimsy," and even for moving "Beyond reaypuppet@yahoo.com

Theater Faculty at Northwestern University, Miss Piggy," but was not evaluated for
but we still meet, her face on a laptop now its intercultural dialogue with Indonesian Membership Services
thanks to video-conferencing technology. topeng and Japanese bunraku, nor for its Meghan Fuller

What has impressed me about recent playful use of estrangement in the form
puppet scholarship. is that the new wave of of light-blue-clad-and-hooded puppeteers Controller

Lisa RhodesMFAs and PhDs almost always began their who manipulated both the tale and its
careers as puppeteers. As you might suspect, puppets.
the MFA's continue to create new work for With the increasingly visible presence

Board of Directors, UNIMA-USA, Inc.the theatre, yet even some Phi)'s continue of puppetry in U.S. and European theatre
Founding President - JIM HENSONfront their own puppet companies . in productions like The Lion King, Avenue

Perhaps this is why the new puppet re- Q, and War Horse, theatre critics have Lynn K . Jeffries , President
Colette Searls , Secretarysearch has such energy to it-these research- now begun to express less surprise at,
Blair Thomas , Treasurer

ers know their topic from the inside out. and more analysis of, the theatrical pro- Karen Smith , Vice President, Committees
We hope you enjoy these articles . There liferation of puppets . The last few years Manuel Moran , Vice President, Procedures'

are also reviews of some new books . and a have also seen a burgeoning of strong , Claudia Orenstein , Vice President,

look at the new documentary about Kevin Publications

Clash : Being Elmo. Kathy Foley*
Heather Henson
Stephen Kaplin-Andrew C. Periale Irina Niculescu
Marianne Tucker

After the Academy Awards ceremony. I wrote to contributor Poupak Aimpour about
how pleased I was that her fellow- Iranian had won an Oscar for Best Foreign Ex-Officio Board Members

Film. Vincent Anthony - General Secretary
Steve Abrams - Consultant-Electronic Media

Her response: Leslee Asch - Consultant
"I am so happy.... All of us are friend and in the art doesn't matter in cinema or Dimitri Carter - Consultant*
music, theatre or puppet theatre we have a unit language and we love each other. Allelu Kurten - Consultant
1 wish there were never ever war, politics, capitalism and dictatorship in the Michael Nelson - Consultant, Procedures

Andrew & Bonnie Periale - Publicationsworld. I wish all peace and love to all people are in the earth. No matter you are Bart P  Roccoberton - Consultant
American and I am Iranian or he or she is African, Asian or European or...

"1 thank you again because of your friendly opinion about A Separation. *UNIMA International Councilor
Hearing warm voices from our friends from all around the world surprise us."

To Bonnie and nie . this is the very spirit Of UNIMA and why we continue to do this Production
Terrie Ilaria, Lillian Meier

work and love it. STEINWAY STUDIO

31
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A SCENE FROM A DREAM PLAY, ADAPTED AND DIRECTED BY JOSEPH JONAH THERRIEN,

BASED ON STRINDBERG'S ORIGINAL. CONNECTICUT REPERTORY THEATRE PHOTO: GERRY GOODSTEIN

international puppetry scholarship. The the UNIMA Research Commission, with
need remains for this body of scholarship support from the Jim Henson Foundation,
to continue to grow as we seek meaningful the UConn School of Fine Arts, and the Bal-
ways to talk about puppetry, investigate the lard Institute and Museum of Puppetry.
philosophical questions it raises , discover This issue of Puppetry International is
how the puppet functions dramaturgically inspired by that conference. Several of the
on the stage, and trace the integral place of issue's articles, written by both established
puppetry in world performance culture. and emerging scholars, were first presented

I was recently part of a committee that at the conference, while others are entirely
organized the first international scholarly new. These articles, while diverse in their
puppetry conference in the United States. geographical, temporal, and philosophical
"Puppetry and Postdramatic Performance: areas of inquiry, cumulatively investigate
An International Conference on Perform- and celebrate puppetry's presence in the
ing Objects in the 21st Century," was held margins of theatrical culture. By this, I do

Dassia N. Posner is Assistant Pro- April 1-3,2011 at the University of Con- not mean that puppetry is marginalized, butfessor of Theatre at Northwestern
necticut, Storrs. The conference brought that its significance and appeal lie in its "be-University. She earned her Ph.D. in

Drama at Tufts University and has together a hundred and fifty scholars and tweenness, in its ability to be read simul-
received fellowships from Harvard artists from fourteen countries across six taneously as human and object, as neither
and the Mellon Foundation. She is continents to explore "new approaches and both. As these seven authors observe,
a puppeteer, theatre historian and to critical thinking and theorizing about the puppet hovers tantalizingly between
dramaturg; research areas of particu- puppetry and performing objects in order life and death, tradition and innovation,
lar interest include history of directing, to enrich, expand, and enliven the field the serious and the satirical, the enthralling
Russian avant-garde theatre, popular of discourse." It featured seventy-five and the uncanny, ritual and theatre, and, as
entertainment, and world puppetry academic papers, keynote addresses by Chikamatsu Monzaemon famously stated,
history and performance. Peter Schumann and Eileen Blumenthal, "between the real and the not real."

She is currently working on a book workshops and performances, a film Puppetry scholars have recently been
on Russian directors and co-editing series, tours, and a puppet cabaret. It was honing a vocabulary that articulates the
(with John Bell and Claudia Orenstein) planned by John Bell, Janie Geiser, Nicole uniquely rich, varied, sophisticated, and
a collection of contemporary puppetry Hartigan, Claudia Orenstein, Bart R Rocc- expressive language of puppet and object
scholarship. She has been a contrib- oberton, Jr., Susan Simpson , and myself, theatre . It is my hope that this issue of Pup-
uting editor to Puppetry International with generous logistical support by Mary petry International, the first to be entirely
since 2004. Mell, Ted Yungclas, and many volunteers. peer-reviewed, will help that vocabulary

We organized it in conjunction with the to grow.
University of Connecticut, CalArts, and -Dassia N. Posner
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Peculiaw Po*Al,ilitles:
Narr~int Theory ad. P*etry's AMUty to Edit Reality
by Robert Smythe

referred to as the fitbu/a) from how the author tells it (the *,Set). The author
In the preface to her book Ptippetry : A World forms the *det by revealing and suppressing the fabula through the manipula-
History, Eileen Blumenthal defines puppetry as tion of time and space ; one example is the flashback ( Bordwell 51 ). Narrative
"all kinds of constructed actors and performing theory Suggests that readers of any narrative form are not idle spectators: they
objects" (7). This suggests that puppetry is the interpret the x/idet to actively construct meaning themselves. It also postulates
act of transforming an object into a puppet. that an author constructs sjuiet any time he reveals events to the reader in a
perhaps by manipulating it or even just thinking precise order designed to develop and release tension, thereby building interest.
of it in a different way: that the puppet is an end Anyone who has told a joke knows that delaying the facts contained in the punch
unto itself. I'd like to suggest, instead, that pup- line increases tension and attention as the listener works out the story. Editing is
petry A a narrative form that uses performing extremely important, because authors choose the events that are most important
objects to make it possible for authors to edit for their story and leave out irrelevant ones. The process of constructing a narra-
reality . Rudolf Arnheim , in Film as Art , 'and tive , then , is a shift away from representing the real world by showing everything .
Scott McCloud , iii Understanding Comics: Tile and toward constructing limited and therefore , imperfect , descriptions of reality.
Invisible Art, use narrative theory to make the ar- such as moving shadows on the wall or a wooden figure of a person, that prompt
gument that their respective media have moved a reader to build a rich and personally fullilling world in her imagination. beyond
beyond mechanical representation and become the immediate scope of  her senses (McCloud 6()-65).
narrative forms because their inherent abilities Readers Construct meaning by decoding the sequencing of basic units that
to manipulate space and time enabled them to each represent a concept (McCloud 25-58). Iii written texts, the basic units are
achieve what previously only had been possible words, which are set into sequences of sentences. In comics. the basic units are
in literature: the creation of an imagined reality framed panels of hand-drawn art sequenced in pages. In cinema. the basic units
in the mind of the reader, based on an author's are individual frames of film, containing visual compositions, set into sequences
descriptions of the real world. I believe narrative of frames, or clips. Each sequence describes part of thetabtila.· a unique event
theory can do the same for puppetry. happening at a specific time and place. Narrative theory recognizes that certain

Narrative theory grew out of the study of media have the ability to arrange the chronological or spatial order of sequences
how the parts of language combine to create to suit the story-telling needs of  an author. As Arnheim observes: "Time and space
meaning.'Its precepts have been used to de- are continuous. Not so in film. The period of time that is being photographed
scribe how the structure of film creates unique may be interrupted at any point. One scene may be immediately followed by
storytelling possibilities (Bordwell; Chatman: another that takes place at a totally different time. And the continuity of space
McCloud). It is a useful tool for understanding may be broken in the same manner" (21). Narrative theory holds that an author's
puppetry because it argues that narralives are manipulation of xpace and time creates metaphorical triggers that give the reader
the work of an author who controls the access of the narrative opportunities to make imaginative, perceptive leaps to fill in the
a reader has to a story. It splits the what of the gaps between sequences-think of the jump cuts in film-using the concepts
story (events, characters, time and location, conveyed by the medium's basic units of  meaning.

MARK RYLANCE AS ROOSTER BYRON IN JERUSALEM AT

THE ROYAL COURT THEATER, LONDON
PHOTO: SIMON ANNAND
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JUDE SANDY AND PRENTICE ONAYEMI IN A SCENE FROM THE NATIONAL THEATRE
oF GREAT BRITAIN PRODUCTION OF WAR HORSE, BASED ON THE NOVEL BY
MICHAEL MORPURGO, ADAPTED BY NICK STAFFORD WITH THE HANDSPRING PUPPET
COMPANY, DIRECTED BY MARIANNE ELLIOTT AND TOM MORRIS, PRODUCED
BY LINCOLN CENTER THEATER AND THE NATIONAL THEATRE IN ASSOCIATION
WITH BOB BOYETT AT THE VIVIAN BEAUMONT THEATER
PHOTO: PAUL KOLNIK
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Hentyk Jurkowski and Penny Francis have understanding the last image of  the play. when the real trees begin to tremble
already used xemiotics to identify the puppet as to the sound of tremendous footfalls just before the stage goes black. Obvi-
puppetry's basic unit of meaning (54-55, 61) ously, using the cigarette lighter as a puppet permits the audience to visually
Puppets are therefore a potent tool that can give understand the humorous size difference, but more importantly. the puppet
authors great control in assembling narratives makes it possible for playwright Jez Butterworth to retain control of his nar-
because they are an edited representation of rative, keeping the audience tethered to the action on stage even while they
reality. Even the most realistic-looking puppet mind-travel to the time and place where this crucial meeting took place.
is an abstraction, given that the puppeteer has Authors of narratives rearrange the chronological events of a story by ig-
chosen what is important for the story and edited noring two fundamental physical laws: that time is continuous, movin 2 in one
out irrelevant details. The horse puppets built by direction and passing at the same rate for everyone: and that objects must move
Handspring Puppet Company for the premiere through continuous space to arrive at a new location. Film'sjump cuts violate
of War Horse 'at London ' s Royal National -01- those rules . enabling an author to create *det by manipulating the space-time
ivier Theater (2007) and subsequent international continuum in order to instantly set characters in different places and times.
productions have carefully jointed linibs that These jumps suppress what is known amongst Hollywood script readers as
eerily recall the movements of real horses, even -shoe leather": the mundane details of time passing while traveling from one
while their manipulators can be seen through place to another (Snedeker). Human actors use a lot of shoe leather as their
their conceptual wickerwork bodies. However, characters move from event to event, so a play's forward movement drags and
this fascinating contrast between the puppet's the tension of a scene relaxes. A puppet narrative keeps action moving forward
capacity for abstraction as a physical object and because puppets do not need to use shoe leather: a puppet can suddenly pop
its potential for uncanny mimetic movement only into a scene without having to walk into it or waiting for lights to come up.
hints at the true power of puppetry that narrative Puppetry opens up the possibility of jump cuts in live performance.
theory reveals. The power of the puppeteer lies Puppets also share film's ability to stop and reverse time: like a freeze
not in his ability to manipulate the puppet. but in frame, a puppet's action can completely come to a halt while the universe
his ability to manipulate time and space. ages around it; like a flashback. it can travel through time. without aging. In

The puppet is a conceptual stand- in for reality Hermann. produced by Braunschweig , Germany ' s Theater im Wind in the late
that releases the reader from the real world and its 1980s, one sequence of a naked puppet performing morning exercises abruptly
restrictive physical laws binding human actors. ends with the appearance of a fully clothed puppet of the same character. In
The cables holding up Spider Man, Mary Poppins the story, time has clearly passed, yet in the real world of the performance. the
or countless Peter Pans are clear reminders that a events are practically simultaneous, forcing the reader to immediately account
Play takes place in a real world with gravity. If the for the missing events: "Obviously. this character must buy clothes and live in
spectator wants to imagine a world where people a house where he stores his clothes. and he must get dressed in the morning.-
can fly. she has to mentally erase the wires herself No matter how fast and skillful a similar costume change could be managed
so that the reality she sees on stage matches her on a human stage. switching between the two puppets inspires the reader to
imagination. Contrast this with puppetry, where create a richer and fuller life for the puppet character than its counterpart.
the author has already edited out non-essential
information from the puppet. Since the pup-
pet exists on stage but lives in the spectator's
imagination, it is not much of a stietch fc,r her to ~ ~
include flying among a puppet's attributes. How-
ever, the role of the puppet in a narrative is not to
serve as a placeholder in a story. but to keep the
reader connected to the .vt,Zet. As she constructs
her understanding of the Aibula. the reader has
to use and interpret the information the author
gives to her through the puppet. This was clearly
illustrated in Jertisalem on Broadway (2011 ). a
production with human actors so grounded in
reality that living trees formed part of the set. yet
what is arguably the most important moment in
the play is only made possible through the use of
puppetry. In it. Mark Rylance, in his Tony-award 1 /1winning role as Rooster Byron, tells a story about f*94:-9 41 ENNO PODEHL IN THE MATCH-

out  tie enco~iti~eribey pl~>innig ~e ~iante#~dh~lema-- = ' ~LI BY THEATER IM WIND
LIGHTING SCENE FROM HERMANN

nipulating a cigarette lighter to represent himself. PHOTO: RUDOLF FLENT]E © 1992

This sequence. simultaneously and vividly real
and imagined. provides important information for
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Puppetry offeix the authorinore possibilities for *de/than even space in live performance, they can transform spectators intolead-
the two-dimensional medium of film can. because puppetry takes ers of narratives who use their imaginations to construct deeply
place in three-dimensions, and authors who use it can therefore personal meaning by accessing the invisible world that lies beyond
control space as well as time . In Hermann, the blank- faced . red- the immediate senses .
haired puppet of Johanna, a Gypsy woman living in Germany in
the 1930s, issuddenly leftsittingonstage. essentiallyinsuspended Robert Smythe is the recipient of many awards and
animation: for her. a specific moment in time has stood still. Yet the honors, including Pew and Guggenheim Fellowships,
narrative continues as Enno Podehl, the puppeteer, walks around and holds an MFA in Playwrighting from Temple University.
to the front of the table that serves as the stage and stands directly He is the founder of Philadelphia's Mum Puppettheatre
in front of the audience: his use of three-dimensional space moves and was its artistic director for 23 years.
the narrative forward in time to the immediate present. He puts on
a black leather glove and then suddenly jumps onto the stage table,
the present bursting backward in time. He grabs Johanna by the Works Cited
throat-for her. no time has passed-then carries the puppet to a Blumenthal , Eileen . Puppetry : A World History . New York :
point as far upstage as he can, taking her from the present through Harry N. Abrams, 2005. Print.
the past and into a place where time does not exist. With a sickening
thud, he lets the wooden Johanna fall to the floor, where the puppet Bordwell , David. Narration in the Fiction Film. Madison . Wis .:
disappears from audience view and the character disappears from University of Wisconsin Press. 1985. Print.
the story . Podehl . as author, has shown that space , time and the nar- Chatman , Seymour Benjamin . Story und Disc<, i , rse : Narrative
rative . are linked . No other live performance form can control time Structure in Fiction and Film . ithaca, N . Y.: Cornell University
like this: no other narrative medium can use space like this. Press, 1978. Print.

Since puppet narratives consist of edited . constructed representa- Jurkowski , Henryk , and Penny Francis . Aspects of Puppettions of reality. the puppeteer ' s creation of sjuret is intrinsic to the Theatre : A Collectic,n oj  Essays. London : Puppet Centre Trust .form and therefore unavoidable: the puppet is inseparable from its 1988. Print.narrative. a trait puppetry shares with film. as narrative theory re-
veals . Eighty years ago, when film theorist Rudolf Arnheim. among McCloud. Scott . Understa,iding Comics : The Invisible Art.
others. was developing the idea that film was a unique narrative I st HarperPerennial ed. New York, NY: Kitchen Sink Press/
form. he asserted that: "A film art developed only gradually when HarperPerennial. 1994. Print.
the rl,ovieliiakers beg.In consclously or unconsciously tc, cultivate Snedeker. Brian. Forrner Sr. \/fi pioductioti at Disneytc,on
the peculiar possibilities oicinetiiatographic technique and to apply Studios. per~cinal interview. Jan. 17.2012.
them toward the creation of artistic productions" (35). Puppetry, too,
has peculiar possibilities. differentiating it from all other forms of
live performance. They are worth cultivating. When authors, who Endnotes
may be puppeteers or storytellers from other media, realize that ' Prominently through the work of Roland Barthes, the French
puppetry enables them to manipulate time and three-dimensional literary theorist, phik,sopher. critic and semiotician.

The Center for Puppetry Arts - Atlanta, GA , &~ ''«,>5''' 5'~' ~ *4 1 W' h

PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER
Rated by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution as "one of the top five exhibits
in Georgia," and by MSN.com as one of the top 10 children's museums t,/ V.UP. f \.~,in the United States. sA 4 7<02*9 ,-CU 3 .1 '' 41 je
PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER is a hands-on museum displaying 1,«-#v**WADM id 1
more than 350 puppets from various time periods and countries around .--
the world. All provide an exploration of puppetry as an international,

....,\.''ancient and popular art form. - „14

www.puppet.org/museum/permanent.shtml . 4%1» . r

t
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Thz *eax.se 46£ 640&62% 4 Water aU,tlu Ctod. of RaiA
as F-ovwvs of 1-ya~ia*i --rU~'60al Pufp€try -BJUAL .kites

by Poupak Azimpour

Rai*l LI'l Aploletut Ira,Hiakl
Modern Iran. as we know it today. is what ok,*ll*diops Until several decades ago. iranians fol-
remains of an ancient civilization that lived lowed their ancestors' footsteps and relied

Because of its geographical situationon the 1 ranian plateau. Throughout its long on their spiritual beliefs to perform their
and the dimatic conditions of the Iranianhistory. the Iranian plateau has been a dry . agricultural activities. During a drought or

land that has known many droughts. The plateau, Iranians have always prayed for famine, the people's only hope was to pray
need for waterand rain were at the core of rainfulland the growth of plants. Waterand tothe rain goddess Anahita. In fact, the rain

soil, along with lite and wind, are the basic ritual is one of the rites born out of naturalthe myths of Anahita, the goddess of water,
elements and determine the connectionsand 77shtar, the god of rain, who were the hardship: to insure rainfall, Iranian societies

two sources of these two precious liquids. between human beings and the universe.
 emphasized the importance of staying on

The thirsty people of the earth created two Ancient people gathered around lighted one's larni and making it productive. This
puppets-a little girl and a little boy-in or- fires and relied upon the spiritual powers meant that people didn't leave their maternal
der to communicate with the two water gods. of water and wind to bring forth fertility to land with every drought or famine, rather

the sacred soil.The puppets were used in a ritual known than run away, they remained and performed
The sanctification of water and respect the rain ritualx . Bouka Barana and Houlaas the Rain Rite, during which the puppets

tor it was a very special issue for Iranians, Barmii are some of the most meaningfulprayed to the gods in puppet-language.
and historians have often written about it.During the Rain Rite, participants use songs, rites derived from the rituals connected to
Herodotus wrote: ''Iranians don't urinateprayers and words . Although these are said Anatita. This ritual is especially visible
in rivers and they don't spit in them either: today in the Kurdish region of iran.in human language. only in the presence of
they don't even wash their hands in rivers.these ritual puppets do these sayings become
and won't tolerate others washing theirmeaningful and effective. When puppets are

used as mediums, as in the Rain Rite, a kind hands there either. They ref,pect rivers and 7*e Goddess ~4,(44itz:i
all flowing water." Four hundred and fiftY Native tribes of the Iranian plateau had aof puppet language is created. The puppets

thus become intermediaries between heaven years after Herodotus. Strabo (64/63 BC matriarchal society long before the arrival of
- ca. AD 24) reported, Iranians don't bathe the Aryans (beginning of the iw millenniumand earth. This article illuminates the trans-
in flowing waters and they don't throw BC), who brought along a new. patriarchalformation process of the goddess Anahita

into Bouka Barana. which means "girl rain into the water dirty things such as corpses . society to ancient Iran . The tribes ' strong

puppet." and of the god Tishtar into "Honda Whenever they make a vow for water, theY mythological beliefs intluenced the Aryans,
Barani," the "boy rain puppet" as a way of go to a river or a lake. dig a pit nearby and who were migrating from the north of Rus-

perform a sacrifice in it. They pay extra sia to Iran. In lact, these matriarchal beliefsexploring the significance of this ancient attention not to pollute the water with any were so deep and powerful that. not only didiranian tradition.
blood" (Rajabi 328-329). they reject the patriarchal beliefs ofAryans,

AZARBAYJANjGILAN

CaspwlnSe.
Chamcheh Galin Katra Gisheh Chamcheh Khatoon

Azarbayjan Gilan Azarbayjan

Spoon Bride Spatula Bride Spoon Bride

A«-~j **R »'fk{Y, 51„Ta f~ Afil*~9*88

Ire' 1
t,1>2:'' 4' *4 , :.4 i

-G,-4
SPOON BRIDES
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CHART 1 Etymology of Ardwi-Sara-Anchita, Goddess of Water

a rdwT sura an~hita

H.Lommel wetness hero pure
(linguist)

Hans Reichelt wet powerful pure
(linguist)

Mehrdad Bahar fertile and blessed powerful pure
(mythologist (a mythological river)
and linguist)

but also strongly kept their status : the point all the rivers of the world gathered Bout<~ Baxaka
that Anahim existed, as the goddess even together I ... 1 She is the goddess Documents reveal that later Anahita is
iii the patriarchal society of Aryans, is the transformed into the earthly shape of theof a thousand lakes and a thou-proof of this matriarchal power. The com- Bouka Barana puppet . This Kurdish word
plete name of the water goddess is Ardwi- sand rivers 1 .- 1 Ahura Mazda „is the combination of two words of "Bouka
Sara-Anatita. a combination of three words ( the Creator ) created the goddess meaning bride and Varan or Barin meaning
which: -Herman Weller has translated as through his will and from his soul , rain . Nowadays , the Anahita ritual is held
holy-wet-flow and Lomel has translated as with some changes and is known ax Boukaand made her the guardian of allwetness-hero- pure" ( Gaviri 37 ). Barana ( Rain Bride) in some regions of west

Iranian mythologist Mehrdad Bahar people's lands and villages. She of Iran, especially by little girls in Kurdist.in.
interprets the three words ArdwT- Sara- was created with white . plump In the past , this ritual was very prevalent in
Anahita as follows : "In Pahlavi '  ArdwT arms, and Anahita is very beauti- all Kurdish areas. The details of it show that
sura, in Avestanz : AndvT- sura. Ardwi is the Bouka Barana rite is the same as theful (Razi 258)the name of the mythical river; sara means Anahita rite . In both of these rituals, certain
"powerful ." Ardwi is an adjective and usu- Temples built for Anallita were luxurious parts remain the same : seeking rain , praying
ally follows another adjective . Anahita is and elaborate . People worshipped her with and singing religious hymns for Anahita.
the second adjective and it means "pure . prayers and hymns, and they asked her to or in Bouka Barana's words , moalling
In Pahlavi. it was pronounced "anahid" and make the rain fall on their desolate farms and and entreating about humans, animals, the
in Farsi . the word becomes "Nahid ." ArdwT parched lips . The following is a description thirst of birds and nature , walking towards
means fertile and blessed (Bahar 80). of her palace and her beauty: fountains, rivers and seas, sanctifying water,

[SEE CHART 1] Beside every river and sea, there exchanging gifts between people, or making
offerings to Anahita's temples .is a magnificent palace, which is

The Indian goddess Saraswati, the Babylo- constructed with a thousand beau- [SEE CHART 21
nian goddess Ishtar, and the Greek goddesses

tiful columns and a hundred brightDemeter and Aphrodite can all be compared The table shows many similarities between
to the Iranian Anakita, al though A na-him windows; on a platform, there is Anahita and Bouka Bartina, but the most
is perhaps closest to Saraswati because of a fragrant and beautiful throne important is the prayer for rain.
the similarities in language and civilization laid on pillows. This great palace
between 1ran and 1ndia. Anahita, the sym- In new rites of Bouka Barana, little Kurdishbelonged to a beautiful girl whobol of water, thus represents blessings and girls and teenagers, who represent innocence
plenty, fertility and matrimony, motherhood, was young and shapely, and wore and purity, go to alleys and streets in most re-
birth and victory. According to Razi: a golden belt. 1n Kai dehai, another gions of Kurdistan. They nail together pieces

[She] purifies the seed of men and Aban Yasht»1, we see Nahid (also of wood in the shape of a cross. People then
the uterus of women. She keeps known as Anahita ) as a beautiful, dress it and create hair for it. Parts of its dress

are the same as those of Kurdish women. Thewomen fertile, facilitates pregnan- shapely, free girl who wears a belt puppet's hair is decorated with glass beads
cy and childbirth, and keeps their and light shoes with golden laces (called "Moorag") and sometimes beautiful
breasts full of milk. She is known which are full of beauty (Fareh- flowers are added to the dress. The person
everywhere and is as powerful as vashi 168). who carries the puppet is called the "Barhehl

Gar" which means "The Carrier" or "Goreh

9
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CHART 2 Table of Similarities of Anahita and Bouka Barana

Name Gender Subject of Starting Destination Starting Main Rite Apparent Gifts
the Rite Point Point Holders Specialties

T. ktuCarly*lg
presents Tishtar is one of the male gods of ancient

Elaboram like Iran. In Aryan beliefs, he is under the
Anahita Seek*g Tempies Prayers Dress. Wheat
Goddess Female Water Village beside Rivels and Women Golden Belt Flavor influence of the goddess Ana-hita. and is
of Water and Rain orTown or Lakes Re#Sous and Girls Shining and therefore. not as powerful as she is:Hymns Shoes. Animals

Beaumil to
Temples [ Tishtarl in Pahlavi : tror Tishtar,

Elaborale ti<tar in Avestan - ti4trya is a god
Eggs.

Bouka prayels Women Dress.Seeking Temples Wheat whom the eighth Yasht belongsBarana Village Beside Rivem and Uttle Walnutand Shawl.
Female Water Glass(Rain Girl orTownand Rain ortakes Ret:0ous Girls and to. According to this Yashtft,

Puppet) Hymns Beads, and Sweet
Pead Tishtar isa white star, shining

from a distance. He has water

Kach" which means "The Older Girl . ' Once words , Bouka Ha-ra-na is an earthly puppet nature . and is powerful . .. Tishtar
the puppet is ready, the following songs are who plays the role of intermediary between is the master of all the stars. He is
sung by little girls and teenagers: earth and the supernatural and intercedes for the greatest star. the one who rises

rain to fall. Some of the other puppets simi-
The bride of rain is coming , He- lar to Bouka Barana are Chomcheh Galin from the east. His relationship

laran and Melaran .' ("Spoon Bride"), Choincheh Khatoon inthe with rain and water is obvious .

0 God. please fall the rain , for Azerbaijan region , and Katra Clisheh and In Iranian mythology. Tishtar
Katva ("Spatula Bride") in the Gilan region .

poor people appears in three forms: a young
Rituals to seek rain are held in these regions

Those who have nothing to eat with the same qualifications as the Kurdistan man. a horse, and a bull (Bahar

They would die without the rain: region. Their form and content are almost 61-62).

we at e going to the river for it always the same with some minor cultural.
tribal and regional differences , such as the Since the Tishtar rite is a masculine one.

We are walking with our Rain actual body of the puppet. which is a cross the masculine figure is transformed into
Bride so that she may pray for our in Kurdistan and is a spoon or a spatula in Houla Barani, a little rain boy puppet .
rain other regions . Contrary to the rites of Anfihita and Bouka

We dip her in the water. we are Considering the significance of water Barana. which are feminine in nature .
in human life. seeking aid from female rain Houla Bar~ni is performed by fifteen -

innocent children. and we are pure puppets, rainmakers, exists in various parts year-old boys, as Tishtar is also seen as a
and we say of the world. The relation between fertility, fifteen year old.
0 dear Lord . save us for the sake motherhood and life is the main reason why In contrast to Anahita, who has a m

of heaven and the clouds. female minmakers are mostly seen. The mantic attitude, Tishtar, the god of rain.
other reason is that "mother" earth is capable is a warrior, perpetually in battle with

You are so kind and generous. let of being fertile . These rituals are mostly cen- Apoti~h. the monsterofdrought . According
it be for us; tered on girls. and girls have been reported to the Bondahesh: an ancient Iranian holy
our wheat and barley are thirsty from different parts of the worid with dif- book, "Tishtar appears in the form of a

ferent names for example : Chmncheh Galin white horse and fights with Apoush . the
While the girls are praying and singing (Spoon Bride) in Turkey and Azerbaijan. drought-monster who appears as a black
religious hymns , people pour water on the Yagmurgalin ( Rain Bride ) in ankiri of horse . When Tishtar wins the battle . thanks
Bouka Barana puppet . They also give the Turkey, Rain Mother iii Syria, Soskhatoon to people ' s prayers , rain starts to fall "
girls eggs . wainuts and wheat. Sometimes ( Water Woman ) in Tajikistan and Uz - ( Shamloo 268 , 270). Thebattle of Tishtar
they pin something sacred onto the puppet. bekistan , DoID{,1 \n Bulgaria . Dodola or and Apoush h described as follows : "His
such as a prayer written on paper, and the Dodolicain Serbia and the Hantse Guashe battle with the drought - monster starts by
puppet is carried to the river or to a holy (Puppet Princess) in Abkhazia. The sign of the Faraxkard sea. In this fight. the three
place. If, after three days. it hasn't rained, femininity is the main similarity in all these shapes of Tishtar appear: in the first ten
they put the puppet into the water that it may rituals. whether in Iran or elsewhere. Other nights. he is a lotty fifteen-year-old young
sink and drown from shame. However, if  it common features, such as collecting food man withshinyeyes and then the tightgoes
does rain. the puppet is carried back to the from homes, pouring water on girl perform- on with his other forms..." (Afifi 474).
village and becomes a holy object. In other ers or puppets can also be seen.
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CHART 3 Table of Similarities of
Tishtar and Houla Barani and Choli Chaghal

Name Gender Subject of Starting Destination Starting Main Rite Apparent Gi fts
the Rite Point Point Holders SpecialtiesHowlo« BaxaNd

Houla Bartini is a Kurdish term that indi-
Threedifferentcates a symbolic expression to request God ns:Itar Seeking Villa@or Temples by Village or Men and forms young Pei=*imilig

to send rain. During droughts, fifteen-year- God of Male ~ter and Town the Rivels Town young man.White sacrince
Water Rain or lakes boys horse.Bull ceremonyold boys make a little boy puppet and carry

it in the Houla Harani rite, in the same
way as Bouka Barana rites are performed . Houla Per*Mming

Barant Young boys sacnriceNowadays. this ritual is no longer held, un- Choii Seeking Templesby Fineen- that leader of ceremony
like the Bouka Barana. In the past, it was Ghamk Male Water and Villageor the Rive,s Villaijeor

Town Town yearold them isa andgiving
(Rain Rain or lakes boys Powe,ful Wheatheld less frequently than the Bouka Barana Boy Fineenjear and dned

Ayazi describes the performance ofthis rite puppet) old fruits
as follows:

Boys of the Kurdish region make and the ritual is held in a similar way. The Poupak Azimpour is a lecturer and
a cross out of pieces of wood: they puppet wears a masculine dress and the car- teaches Puppet Theatre at the Uni-
dress it with a shirt and a coat, coil riers are young boys. versity of Tehran, College of Fine Arts,

School of Performing Arts and Music,a turban around its head . . and [SEE CHART 3]
and is a lecturer at the University ofgive it to the oldest boy. He carries

60-HdU,5*Pt Art, Theatre & Cinema Faculty, Iran.
this puppet and is followed by In all of these rites . Bouka Barana is not as She is also a member of the executive
the other boys . He leads them to powerful as Anahita, and Houla Barani is board of UNIMA Iran .
various local houses , and when - not as strong as Tishtar,  they are just media -

tors in seeking rain. There is such power in Notesever they reach a door, they shout
these two puppets that can cause unity be- 1. Pahlavi was the ancient languageall together : Houla B~irani or tween gods, goddesses andthe earth's inhab- spoken in Iran before Islam.

Khowabvari". The boys sing this itants. Bouka Barana and Houla Barani are -2. Avesta is the primary collection ol
song until the owner of that house earthly puppets with supernatural abilities. sacred texts of Zoroastrianism,composed

Unlike gods and goddesses, whoarenotvery in the Avestan language.steps out and attaches a sately ping
tangible for children, these two puppets areto the puppet. Then, the children 3. "Kardeha," from part of "Aban Yasht:very real for these children, who can easily

move to next house and continue communicate with them . Bouka Barana and is one of Ancient Iran '+ texts . Kardeh :

in this manner until they have Houla Barani become mediators between Karla means chapter.

the people's need and heaven's generosity, 4. The 5th "Yasht of Yashtha" book isstopped by all the houses. If at one
just like AnahiM and Tishtar. Due to this named "Aban Yasht" and is praising theof  the houses, there was no safety fact in a ritual such as a Rain Rite in Iran, goddess of water. Yasht is part of  the

pin. the owner's wife gives them the innocence, charisma, kindness and tan- Avesta and refers to those hymns that
some walnuts. bet-i-ies, almonds, gibility make these puppets believable for were composed as tribute in the worship

children, which is why children participate of gods.raisins, etc ... Because ofpurity
in rain rituals along with their own hand- 5. The name of two holy, highly trustedof the prayers or the innocence made puppets. Considering the historical people who lived in the Kurdistan region.of children, almighty God would background of the Kurdish people and the

listen to them and there are rain presence of the Anahita temples in their ar- 6 . Religious texts of ancient Iran .

falls (Ayazi 336-337). eas, the transformation 01 the Anahitafigure 7. Religious texts of ancient Iran.
into the Bouka Barana puppet and Tishtar 8 . "O, Lord let it rain ."into Uoula Barani is significant. KurdishThere are also other male rain puppets

such as -Attaloo" and -Mattaloo " and boys, with the assistance of older or younger 9. Safety pin with prayers attached are

"Choli chaghal" in the Khorasan region. children, do the same thing that artisans did used to ward off evil and mishaps from the

which are similar to Kurdistan ' s Houla for the Anahita in the pa< t . In creating a puppet . In this text , safety pins are used in

Barani. Their shapes are like Houla Barani mythical image , they give Anahita to the this way.
people as an age-old symbol of fertility and
of abundant , life-giving water. (continued on page 38)
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1/lplea~ Perfonxi*5 Objells i*l Tulkugz Ka*utoy's DeaR d*z
by Jacob Juntunen

4*

This article is indebtedto Kinga Witekfor her hospitality In Tadeusz Kantor ' s performance piece , Dead Class : A Sd-
andfriendship in Krak6w, andfor introducing me to To- ance ( 1975 , Krak6w), human actors made up to appear dead

masz, Tomaszewskiwho providedinvaluable assistance at mechanically circled weathered, pew-like desks to the rhythm
of a waltz, while carrying mannequins that looked disturbingly

Kantor 's archive, the Cricoteka. The paperalso benefited like real children . For spectators ofDead Class , seeing distress-
from the comments ofWilliam Condee, Vladimir March- ingly life-like looking mannequins set against live bodies that
enkov, Dora Wilson, and all the participants in Ohio appeared lifeless created an uncanny sight, that is , a type of
University 's Interdisciplinary Arts course, "Performing fear based on repressed knowledge (Freud 1 ). The unconscious
Objects." Finally, my knowledge of Poland would be horrors Dead Class brought to the fore were "mementi mori ,

far more shallow without my years Of conversation with reminders that, unlike us , [convincing puppets ] are forever
unliving and yet never dead" (Wood xvii). This combination of

Meghann Pytka. seemingly dead actors with mimetically accurate mannequins of
children created a quality in which the dead of Kantor's Polish

IMAGES FROM THE COLLECTIONS CRICOTEKA WWI childhood seemed reanimated. Though previously unex-
© MARIA STANGRET-KAN-FOR, DOROTA KRAKOWSKA amined as such, the performing objects in Kantor's Dead Class
PHOTO: JANUSZ PODLECKI were distinctly uncanny and this gave the performance much

of its otherworldly resonance, allowing Kantor to comment on
his, and his country's, particularly traumatic past.
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Dead Class was a turning point for Kantor, bringing intel-na- mannequins of dead children constantly hindered the actors just
tional fame after over three decades of artistic creation. Many as traumatic memories of the dead hamper the living.
scholars, such as Michal Kobialka, lucidly highlight aspects Kantor defied audience expectations by creating performing
of the performance that 'differentiate it from [Kantor'xi past objects that seemed more li felike than their human counterparts
theatre experiments" (Kobialka 197). But none suggest that and, more important, created a sensation of the uncanny by
Dead Class's success in part rests on the uncanny qualities of inversing the actor/object relationship. According to Freud.
its performing objects. By examining the performance's con- "the uncanny is that class of the terrifying which leads back
text within Kantor's biography. by examining the play within to something long known to us, once very familiar" (1). It is
the context of Kantor'x theoretical writings, particularly what the opposite of the fear of the unknown; it is terror wrapped
he called "The Theatre of Death," and by focusing on two in nostalgia, in repressed knowledge. Kantor tapped into the
mannequins from the performance, it becomes clear that the uncanny'% power by fashioning mannequins that, when joined
uncanny performing objects create a uniquely haunting perl'or- to the human actor, restricted the human's actions rather than
mance, presenting death in a concretized form, what he called letting the puppeteer appear to manipulate the object. Kantor
a theatrical "stance. wrote of the relationship between his mannequins and actors:

The images and inspiration for Dead Class came from It is possible to express life in art (~nly through the absence
Kantor's particular relation,hip to European history. Born in of life. through an appeal to DEATH. through APPEARANCES,
a small, rural village inixed with Catholics and Jews just prior through EMPTINESS and the lack of a MESSAGE. The MAN-
to WWI in what is now Poland. Kantor began making theatre NEQUIN in my theatre must become a MODEL through which
during the Nazi occupation of Krak6w in 1944. Forced to create pass a strong sense of DEATH and the conditions of the DEAD.
his first performance pieces as part ol- Poland k WW 1 1 resi stance A model for the live ACTOR. (Kantor's emphasis, Kantor and
art movement, Kantor's work as a painter, sculptor, and theatre Kobialka 112)
auteur continued under Stalin's oppressive Socialist Realist As the inanimate mannequin became a "model for the live
conventions and throughout the U.S.S.R.'s strict boundaries on actor," the spectacle audiences observed and decoded pushed
thought and travel. However, Kantor always resisted govern- beyond a typical puppet show and the inversed actor/man-
ment sanctions and created a spectral theatre of images that nequin connection illustrated the uncanny. To understand this
could not be censored as easily as dialogue due to its abstract accomplishment. the specifics of  this performance need to be
visual nature, despite its relationship to Poland's grim history. investigated.
The dead referred to and represented in the Dead Class were Dead Class was first staged in a medieval brick cellar, with
threefold: they were Kantor's childhood classmates. most of only a piece of string cordoning off one corner for a performance
whom were killed in the World Wars: they were a synecdoche space: the audience sat in folding wooden chairs along the
for the millions ol-World War 11 dead in Kantork native Galicia. other two walls of the cellar. A bleak village schoolhouse was
which, after 1917, was part of Poland: and they underscored represented by wooden. pew-like benches in which students,
the geographical proximity between his adult home. Krakdw, played by adult actors dressed entirely in black rags and pale.
and the nearby Nazi camps. Auschwitz and Birkenau. at which greenish make-up. have returned from the dead; they acted out
Kantor's father died. their lessons, all the time with Kantor as himself onstage subtly

Kantor made his desire to confront audiences with the es- adjusting to the action. The "Old People," as Kantor called
sence of death dear in his writings about Dead Class. In his these live actors, sat in their desks and. for the first image of
'Theatre of Death" manifesto (1975). Kantor insisted "perform- the show, slowly stood. raising their hands. to an unheard ques-
ers were essential elements halfway between living beings and tic,n. At a sign from Kantor. the Old People stood and walked
objects. and where their life depended on the means by which backwards into the darkness of an arch behind them. After a
the objects were animated" (Witts 38). Actors, for Kantor, were moment. the class re-entered attached to mannequins of their
not mimetic representations of living humans utilizing some child-selves. The Old People remained in their gray-green
method to create recognizable emotional states. Instead, the make-up and moved mechanically. but the mannequins were in-
actor onstage, him or herself. existed in a liminal state between credibly realistic. particularly their striking eyes. Accompanied
being and object. Actors onstage are not 'real" in the same sense by the Waltz Francois, a ballroom orchestra piece composed
as humans sitting next to one in the auditorium, for actors on- by Adam Karasinski in 1907, and played in Dead Class on a
stage are portraying a fiction. but nor are actors "unreal" in the scratchy record. the Old People "circle[d] round the desks in
same way a mannequin is not a real human. This in-between jerky. clumsy movements. dummies on their backs" (Witts 59).
space. for Kantor. was similar to the space of remembered dead. In this moment. which Kantor called the "Grand Parade." the
both spaces exist in the mind and have effects on the living. dolls appeared more alive than the human actors. Although
but one cannot interact with the dead or fictional characters. Freud thought children wanted to see the living souls of their
And. since the performing objects  in Dead Class were attached toys. this was a nightmare image for adult spectators separated
to the actors in ways that constrained human movement. the from the performance by a mere piece of string.
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in a 2011 conversation with Professor Stachura at Adam The mannequin resembles a little gill with heavy black shoes
Mickiewicz University, Pozna. he related that Dead Class and black lights, dressed in an all black school uniform dress
induced fainting in some audience members (Stachum), sug- with a high collar. During the Grand Parade. A Woman With A
gesting a terror so great it had bodily effect. a dread created by Mechanical Cradle carries a whip and she cracks the tloor with
the performance's uncanny nature. the whip three times in rhythm with the waltz each time she

Examining the introdiiciion to the Grand Parade along with reaches the front of the desks: her mannequin seems to grasp
two particular characters and their mannequins will demonstrate her waist, forced along. The audience sees A Woman With A
how the uncanny crept into Kantor's performance and created Mechanical Cradle as a punishing automate,n, dragging a poor
a space iii which spectators encountered ghosts of history's schoolchi Id behind her. Her mannequin does not move. its
children. The fact that these corpse-like characters walked arms are locked in an embrace with its adult, undead self, but
backwards into darkness before the Grand Parade presents a from behind, as if trying to xtop the forward movement of the
rich symbolic field: it suggests death. a return to the womb, and, actor, to halt time and the violence to come. Because spectators
since they walk backwards. a reversal of time. Perhaps given realize this child is dead. a victim of war. it creates a terrible
these three possibilities, it is no surprise that the Old People knowledge, :in uncanny terror that this mannequin will "die"
reemerge with concretized signitications of their pasts strapped if it cannot stop marching. This image of restraint juxtaposed
to their backs. the mannequins. Two figures that particularly with the violence of whipping the ground creates a tension in
demonstrate this uncanny mix of past/present and human/per- the interaction between human actor and performing object. as
forming object are A Woman With A Mechanical Cradle and if they are engaged in battle.
the An Old Man With A Bicycle. The character An Old Man With A Bicycle uraddles a

A Woman With A Mechanical Cradle has a mannequin of penny-farthing bicycle with his child-mannequin strapped
her younger self behind her with its arms strapped around her on the bicycle'x handlebars. face up. The iii:~nnequin appears
waist, its head turned slightly to the male and is dressed in an all-black school uniform with a collar
left against her buttocks, and its buttoned to the throat. Its bare feet dangle clown dangerously
feet dragging, as if it moves toward the smaller rear wheel, and one of its aims reaches
unwillingly. down. while the other is bent slightly up, as if in supplication.

Its lifelike eyes stare lifelessly towards the ceiling as its hair
erazes the larger front wheel. The actor awkwardly pushes
the bicycle around while turning a crank that rotates the laree

front wheel. The old-fashioned nature of the machine places
the action of the performance in the past. and the child-

mannequin's position. on its back on the handlebars
rather than seated. creates another image of a child

trapped, unwilling, but forced to circle the desks.
The mannequitis position calls to mind a

corpse on its back, but contrasted with the
lifeless-looking but animate actor pushing
the bicycle. the audience is forced. again.
to acknowledge that this child-mannequin.
which should have been playing with
toys, died. Thus. after returning from the
void, the Old People appeal with unwill-
ing. perhaps traumatized. mannequins of
children that we understand to represent
the dead. the knowledge of millions of

repressed in our daily lives. is forced
children's deaths iii Kantor's homeland.

into out- consciousness, creating an

A BICYCLE FROM THE DEAD CLASS ( 1975 )
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In a 2011 conversation with Professor Stachura at Adam The mannequin resembles a little girl with heavy black shoex
Mickiewicz University, Pozna . he related that Dead Class and black tights. dressed in an all black school uniform dress
induced fainting iii some audience members (Stachura). sug- with a high collar. During the Grand Parade. A Woman With A
gesting a terror bo great it had bodily effect, a dread created by Mechanical Cradle carries a whip and she cracks the floor with
the performance'+ uncanny nature. the whip three times in rhythm with the waltz each time she

Examining the introduction to the Grand Parade along with reaches the front of the desks: her mannequin seems to grasp
two particular characters and their mannequins will demonstrate her waist, forced along. The audience sees A Woman With A
how the uncanny crept into Kantor's performance and created T
a space in which spectators encountered ghosts of history's 2
children. The fact that these corpse-like characters walked g
backwards into darkness before the Grand Parade presents a 1
rich symbolic field: it suggests death, a return to the womb. and, 9
since they walk backwards, a reversal of time. Perhaps given i
these three possibilities, it is no surprise that the Old People I
reemerge with concretized significations oftheir pasts strapped i
to their backs, the mannequins. Two figures that particularly '
demonstrate this uncanny mix of past/present and human/per- 1
forming object are A Woman With A Mechanical Cradle and i
the Ati Old Man With A Bicycle.

A Woman With A Mechanical Cradle has a mannequin of 1
her younger self behind her with its arms strapped around her ,
waist, its head turned slightly to the w
left against her buttocks. and its
feet dragging, as if it moves
unwillingly. i
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What gives the performance its uniquely uncanny appear-
ance is its reversal of the effects often created by extremely
realistic sculptures of humans. -Instead of I nierely I wonder-
ing if automata Ilike the mannequins] were human. people
now asked themselves how such purported humans Ilike the
Old Peoplel could contain the requisite 'machinery 1.(i
life (Wood 2()8). The symbolic weight of' the class's actions
leading up to and during the Grand Parade throw "the human
condition into horrible relief' (Wood xvii). To wit. thejuxta-
position of seemingly dead actors and living dolls shows an
anxiety. long-suppressed, that each of our living. breathing, dvr-·-.
human bodies ate nothing more than inanimate matterbriefly
endowed with the qualities we define as life.

For Freud. the uncanny "is in reality nothing new or
foreign, but something familiar and old-established in the
mind that has been estranged only through the process of
repression. as something which ought to have been kept ...d 4/.

concealed, but which has nevertheless come to light" ( 12- 13).
Kantor's use of performing objects forces us to confront our 4 :\ 4"St-#-familiar and old" yet nevertheless 'suppressed" knowledge 4,/ 4 '44"/*f k,>of our inevitable death. Further, in the Polish context. per-
formed in 1975 only a few dozen kilometers from the ruins
of Auschwitz and Birkenau, Dead Class Ic,reed spectators
to recall entire "classes" of humanity destroyed only thirty CHILDREN AT THEIR DESKS (1989)

years earlier. within many of theirliving memories. Certainly PHOTO: JANUSZ PODLECKI, COURTESY THE AUTHOR AND CRICOTEKA ARCHIVE

Kantor projected his memories of  WWII, that pinnacle of
human destruction in Eastern Europe. into what he called. Works Cited
"The Theatre of Death." The mesmerizing quality of the Freud. Sigmund. -The Uncanny." Imago (1919): 1-23. The
performance. even to those with no knowledge of the Polish "Uncanny."MIT. Web. 14 Nov. 2011.<web.mit.edu/
language. is a lestament to the success of Kantor's visual allannic/www/freud 1.pdf>.
creations. in large part due to the contrast between seemingly
"dead" human actors and the uncannily life-like performing Kantor. Tadeusz, and Michal Kobialka. A Journey Through

Other Spaces: Essays and Manifestos. 1944-1990. Berkeley:objects they dragged alongside them. University of California. 1993.

Kobialka. Michal. Further On, Nothing: Tadeusz Kantor's
Jacob Juntuen's award-winning plays have been Theatre. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 2()()9.
produced across the U.S., particularly in Chicago „Stachum, Pawet. -Conversation About Dead Class.
where he cofounded Mortar Theatre. His scholarship Personal interview. 14 Apr. 2011.
centers on the politics of theatre's reception. He at-

Witts, Noel. Tadeusz Kantor. London: Routledge, 201 ().tended Reed College (B.A. 1999) and Northwestern
University (Ph.D. 2007). Currently, he is in the MFA Wood, Gaby  Living Dolls: A Magical History of the Quest
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H-0 k - Strtuy: A/larioptkite Me'loolr~KA i*t
1_xte Nwikieeputk- Ceputwry Britai*l akvl Frawlee

by Stephen Huff

During the latter half of the nineteenth century. there was a boom
in traveling marionette companies throughout Britain kind France.
especially in the newly industrialized towns of the British Midlands.
While marionette productions had traditionally focused on folk
drama, during this period companies began drawing material from
the popular human stage as well-particularly from melodramas.
Marionette productions of melodramas such as Maria Martin, or.

U'F .*,2., The Murder in the Red Barn and Sweene\· Todd, The Demon Barber
t l of F/cet Street, thrilled audiences with miniature versions of these

theatrical sensations. Even elabotate scenic effects. such as the col-
lapse ofaburning building, wererecreatedon the marionette stage.
Moreover, stringed actors mimicked the histrionici and physical
conventions of their human counterparts. There are aesthetic and
social implications of nineteenth-century marionette melodrama, I
believe that theories of pmthumanism can be used to analyze this

4« phenomenon and thereby help to ponder the age-old question: What
is a human being?

-Posthumanism" is very much a contested term. there is no
, single. agreed-upon definition or even consensus about the term'x

origin. For this article. my interpretation of posthumanism has been
influenced primarily by theorists Neil Badmington, Donna Haraway.

{12 N A «ti and N. Katherine Hayles. Badmington asserts that posthumanism

\ does not refer to a time after humanism. Rather, the prefix -post-
1 is employed much as Jean-Frangois Lyotard uses it in his definition

of postmodernism. which exists in tandem with modernism as its

\1 tot '44 ever-present, self-conscious, analytical critique (Badmington 19-
20). Badmineton echoes Lyotard. as well as Jacques Derrida. in hisi ~,4 remark that "the lask of posthumanism is to uncover those uncanny
moments at which things start to drift. of leading humanism in a

6 certain way, against itself and the grain" C 19). Humanistii is under-
i r A stood here as a discourse which supports the idea of an essential

humanity and a universal code of morality based on the superiority
of "man" and 'his' reasoning abilities. lf this is the case, then it
is the constant job of posthumanism not to deconstruct or destroy
humanism. but to point out the inconsistencies and uncertainties
within and throughout this system, and to ask questions such as:8 .# .,28/
Who counts as human? Given the history of humankind. the answer
to this question is not always sell--evident.

A central feature within posthumanist theorizing is discussion
of the cyborg. Haraway, whose work has been integral in this re-
gard, defines the cyborg as a "hybrid of machine and organism...a
condensed image of both imagination and material reality" (8).
Cyborgs are, of course, prevalent in science fiction-and, increas-
ingly, in real life. Characterized by irony, they straddle the border
between the human and the non-human, troubling the discourse of
humanism in the process.

TIM BOBBIN, THE DIM-WITI-ED BUT NAIVELY CLEVER LANCASHIRE BUMPKIN
PHOTO: TILLER-CLOWES MARIONETTES, THEATRE COLLECTIONS, VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM
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The marionette, although it 14 1101 u*Lially .ivoci- ~
ated with the high technology of the cyborg, ha, certain
attinitie~ with thi~ entity that endow it with the powei
to que4tion humaniv ideal$ With Ith mechanical.
wooden body and ith (ordinarily) concealed. human-
controlled voice and movellie[110. the manonette m , 0.5/Glit
performance become, a hybi id of-the material and the MARIA MARTINimaginary. the human and the non-human 11 melo-
 OR TRE

drama, with its focuh on the ultimate triumph of the
human over the torce~ of evil and nature, can be 0een
2,4 part ot the narrative of  humanism. then marionette Murder ill the Red -melodrama, with the mart onette :1~ cy bot g pc r  onner. i,41*11AND THI,(em, to offer one of thexe "uncanny mc}ment," to New Co *which Badmington reten (19) In other word4. mari-
onette pertormances, particularly those thal seek to
mimic the human ftage. have the potential to cast new -----·

DOORS OPEN 4 7, COMMENCE .1 8.light on the conventional way~ m which human being„
 Admimflion Front Seatsare depicted on vage Gallery, ad2 18., Pit, ed.,

It 1, important to note, af H.iylei doe4, that
*Ds, Performance on Sazurday Afternoonpo~thumanixm need not be ~een :1; antihuniani%1 01 at 2 o'elocli,OHILDREN, ONE PLANY £&CH.apocalyptic Hayles contevi certain thiead* of post-

human theorizing thai tend to view the malenal and
the imaginary a. ieparate, thereby -privileging the
ab *tract :14 the Real and downplaying the importance Millcrand Hi\
ot material mit:~ntiation" ( 13 ) Instead . ,he focu,00 Men. and Unc le 72,1ii,N Cabm
on the Inherent embedded-ne~ or embodied-ne,4. While the IN play wa~ a feature in many English
and hl~torical contingency ot virtuality Regaidle~, ol niarionette repertorie~ it was al , o popular m France, along with Ar{)[{ lid
theoretical abitraction . mind and body are inxepatable , the World m NO Dan , The Two Orpha,n , and the play~ of Pixtrdcourt Plays
and they are alway; grounded m ;pace and time were tailored to fit the need„ of the particular company Mov often they were

With hi,toncal contingency in mind, a few de- drahtically 4hortened in order to make them fit into a mixed bill of entertainment
tail, about actual performance$ ate in order Moit including comic $kits and songs The number of characten wa~ ab,0 modified
marionette ihow~ during the mneteenth centuty were tor the number of puppetx in the company Sometime~ a role had to be created
performed by traveling companie~, uiually ~mall, fain- for regional puppet characten 0uch 214 Jacques or Latleur m northern France. or
ily-ba,,ed troupe~ Iii Britain, the Tiller and Clowe, Tim Bobbin in England
familief who were of ten clo0ely linked, were the nio„t in order to explore ~ome 01- the ae~hetic and social 1 mplications 01 melodrama
prominent pei-tonner, on the proviticial orcuib The performed in miniatine, a few commonplace4 about this dramatic genre need
number of marionette0 m a company depended on the to be established In addition to the vmpli„tic moral univer,e of clearly defined
troupe', re4ource, and reperton-e bul uxually conlamed good and evil character,, a primary feature of melodrama is senfation-both
the vandard theatrical type4, much the $anie a# the vifual and emotional The production of nineteenth-century melodrama was
human vage maintained ib 'lines of bu>,ine>,x" where characterwed by an attention to ~cenic realivit, which xupported the genetal
actol-4 were concerned The~e companie4 appeated believability ot the ~tage picture and helped to provoke an emotional tespothe
at tair4, m music hall~. portable theatre~ a~embly Thi~ combination of,cenic realism and heightened emotion was mov evident
room~ bai-m-bavcally anywhere they could get in what were referred to as "xensation 4cene%, $uch as the depiction ot Eliza
an audience Audience~ wete compoxed priniarily ot crossing the icy tivel iIi Umle Toni '# Calmi Like the repertory ot the human
young, lower-clax; urban worket-5 m towni that had 0tage. the marionette theatre ilrove to mimic the~e effects
recently grown up around the new mine0 and factone, Example>, of hensation %cene>, in the marionette theatre can be garnered from
of the industrial age-people who could not normally the,/it.,e, cit w 2/Ze of Emile Pitou. who ran a marionette troupe in provincial
afford a 4eat in the regular theatre, or who would not France during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centurie~ Pitou wa>, well
have cho„en to go there known lot· hi4 miniature veixion„ ot,pectacular melodrama~ He meticulously

Repertorie~ of marionette companie4 often con- copied the icenography of the legitimate theatre~ in France, adapting details
tained a variety ot ;en „ational inelodratiia~ . which , to the conventions of hi % marionette theatre For hi4 production of Aromid the
although they were cotivdered pa~6 by big-city 0tan - World m 80 Dars . he went w far a~ to create a ~cale model of a *am,hip that
dard~ . continued to hold the attention 01 more provin - produced teal ~leam His melodramatic version ofthe opera Mignon wa$ pral ,ed
cial audiences The moht popular in England included 12)1 its highly real~tic depiction of the collap„e of a burning building, complete
Maria Martin . Sit ' Ce/ lev Todd, Blac k-eied Sit ,an , The with 0111oke, ~paile,. and falling timben

PLAYBILL FOR MARIA MARTIN

PHOTO GEORGE SPEAIGHT PUNCH AND JUDY COLLECTION, VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM
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The;e mintature ver~ioni ofelaborate scenic elfect~ are signift- po~ Fol the audience oi- melodiama. one ot the primary Intended
cantboth practically andae~hetically In practical terrn~. it wa~ quite emotional te;pon,e~ engendered by the charactet-~ 14 enipathy But
vniply eaverand le% expetivve tor a marionette company tc»,how c.iii one truly leel enipathy for Lin In:inim.itc ob.ject i How 1, thi ,
a Acene 0uch a, a burning building than it would have been lor :1 pi,$vble'i
regular. human-4ized theatre Ae~thetically. a 0en0ation 4cene done To field theie que„tion,. 1 want to turn to John McCormick,
on a ~mallencale could impress anaudience not only becau0eol-the who ha. written extenvvely on the 0ubject of nineteenth-century
4kill itivolved 111 producitig it within the convention% of marionette manonette theatre He acknowledge; that the -beliei that :, puppet
theatre production. butab,obecau„eof how. as Su„an Stewart note~. might have a lite ot iii own- tran0cend0 th,s particular period -and
thephenomenonof themimature -exagger:ite[0] the divergentrela- relate0 to an .tudience"$ de~re toeinpathize even withwhatitknow
tion between the ab,tract and the material nature of the vgn" (43) to be d liglire niade oilt of inanimate materi:11<' (5) McCormick
Wherea4 the burning building depicted to,cale on the human vage emphavze, the crucial aspect of the puppeteer'~ di,embodied
would impre~-and perhap, ovelwhelin-in it, material likene~ voice to the martonette m thi; regard Further. he htate, that while
to real life, the miniature ver~ion could do thii ax well. but within a gloke puppeK, with then "patent unredlity" were able to e,cape
hy~tem of sign, that would have allowed the audience to expenence the nineteenth-centuty theatic'~ ultimate concern with teali~n. 'in
the perfmmance witha greater level of aeithetic detachment the ca,e 01 the inationette there Wd; dil extiaordmary degree ot

Regardless of ~cale and realivic detail, ~cenic elementnucha, ambivalence" (65) It 14 particularly within the space opened up
the 0te:it»n~hip and the burning building remain, a0 then referent,4 by thi~ ambivalence-thii,lippdge-that 1 would like to focu~ on
are, manimate object0 Avde from being miniature. the melodra- the dialogue between humant,m and po~thuman~m m marionette
matic marionette it„elf had the ta~k of vanding m ful a human performances ol itielodrama
being. and one of  the biggest,elling pomb for mai-tonette player4 T:ike, lot example, two of  the tilo~t popular melodiama, of the
wa, the life- likene~ of their puppeD, The cle:ir-cut typeca, ting 01 marionette vage m England Mai la Marm, and Sweener Todd \t
melodrama (i e . heroe~. heromes. and villainx) along with itdack is vgtillicant that these are crilne melodtama,-and bloody oneut
of p~ychological coinplexity. $uited the genre perfectly to puppet that Pet hap~ the populat-ity 01 the„eplay$ can be explained in p.irt
peitormarice Further. the melodramatic acting ~tyleN of the perlod by the cap.rity of puppet$ to abiorb violence in a way that human
were appropriate fur puppets, a~ the~e Ntyle4 tended to concentrate on actor.~ could tic,t C willic.~, Punch .ind Judy) Like the 0en,atioli 4cene
ideal fortii, 01 emotions poitrayed in relatively codified ge~turei and oithe burning buildmg, vic}lence portiayed onvage by puppet0 may

have piovided the audience with #ome divance to leel empathy

-9-1 1-E '. without leeling a$ if they were them,elve„ the Lictim,-10 hape
experience without feeling overwhelmed." a, Jane Marie Law ha,
aigued with i'cgaid to the Japane,.e Awajl Ningyo puppet tradition
(25) And even if audience memben did get wrapped up in the
emotion, engendeted by extreme villcitii-victini con flict~. there wa0
often a familiar. tegional comic character or clown-like Tim Bob-
bin-to break the mood. offer comic relief (and perham even .ocial
comment.iry). and re,tore the matetiality 01 the puppetx af wooden
liguie~ For example . m one vei , ton of Maria Marmi , *cene. that
further the mam plot are alternated with,cene, ititended primanly
lor comic eitect. whet e Timothy Bobbin court, Mart.1'0 v0ter, Anne.
and geK into light0 with a ch:tiailet called Johnny Raw

However. i~ the marionette vmply a wooden tigurei What about
IA Vatux a, the double 01 the human actor'i Perh.~ an argument
can be m.ide that the marionette in pei lormance become4 one of

body. attached in the xpectator\. mind to the di,eiiibodied poice
those vgnal cleatiires (11 po$thumatilvii-acyborg With it~ wooden

of the puppeteel. the marionette take'. on the ontology of thi~ type
at 1 5 ..\ ol - human - machine Gtanted . there 1 , a queuton of agency here

Certainly eveiything the marionette doei 10 controlled by the pup-
. 5 i C 6 V~ peteet But given the ambiv.ilence that happen4 from time to time

rt %/*1 ,
within spectator,/ tilind~ during pertormance. the marionette could
be 4een as a cyborg A~ ~uch. it lend; it;elf to the notion that the

t, ''.'., puppet litb a lite of & own

·

"

A YOUNG HEROINE STOCK CHARACTER WHO POSSIBLY APPEARED IN MELODRAMAS

PHOTO TILLER-CLOWES MARIONETTE COLLECTION, VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM
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To continue this thotight, it is necessary to consider the audiences Maria Martin, or, The Mitrder in the Red Barn. inThe Golden
forthesemarionette performances. Again. audiences were primarily Age of Melodrama: Twelve l 9th Century Melodi'amas. Edited by
composed ol- poor. urban. adolescent workers in provincial towns Michael Kilgarril. London: Wolfe. 1974.203-35. Print.
and cities . We also need to remember that the nineteenth century McCormick . John . Tile Victorian Marionette Theatre . Iowa City :
was a period of rapid industrialization. These particular audiences University of Iowa Press, 20()4. Print.
lived their lives surrounded by the violence of progress from agri-
Cultural to industrial society . Although it ix impossible to know the --- and Bennie Pratasik . Pc,pular Puppet Theatre in Eitrope,
exact age range of this audience . it is likely that , with people going 1800-/ 914 . Cambridge : Cambridge University Press , 1998 . Print .
to workatavery young ageduringthis period. therewere manyin Speaight, George. The Historv ofthe English Puppe/ Thea/re.
the audience who would today be considered children. Indeed. the 1955. Carbondale. IL: Southern Illinois University Press. 1990.
link betweenniarionettes and children may haveled audiencesc,fall Print.
ages in the marionette theatre to feel like children iii some way-to
let go of internalized responses to cultural institutions ( such as the Stewart . Susan . 0, 1 Longing: Narratives of the Minicilitre , the

Gigantic . the Sollvenir and the Ccillection . \ 984 . Durhain . NC :theatir of live actors) mid open themselves up to a certain level
of nalvetd. Lyotard has remarked on the tendency of humanism

 Duke University Press, 1993. Print.

toconsider children as not quite human yet (3), Perhaps the mari- Wolfe, Cary. What /s Posthunmnis„,7 Minneapolis: University of
onette ax cyborg offered these provincial audiences an opportunity Minnesota Press. 2009. Print.
to think about what it meant to be human in an industrialized society
whose cultural and social institutions sometimes considered them
"not quite human." Stephen Huff is a PhD candidate at the Graduate Center of

Ax a eenre. melodi-ama is ultimately concerned with provok- the City University of New York. He recently finished a yearing predictable emotional response3 and presenting the triumph as Visiting Assistant Professor at the University of Mem-of humanity (in a predetermined and un-interrogated sense of the phis and is currently working on his dissertation, entitled
word) overadversity. As performers, iiiarionettes impart subjectivi- „  The Urban Geography of Theatre in a New South City:ties that are cyborg in nature-straddling. that is, the human and Memphis, 1890-1920."the non-human-and thereby offer a certain level of ambivalence
and detachment that can undercut conventional responses to such
niaterial and open up a space for investigating who we are as hu- _gl Le-
man beings and what aspects of ourselves we choose to represent
on the miniature stage.
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THE "DRUNKEN WASTREL," ANOTHER STOCK MELODRAMATIC FIGURE.

EYELETS ALLOW THE BOTTLE TO BE PULLED TO HIS MOUTH.

PHOTO: TILLER-CLOWES MAR]ONETTE COLLECTION, VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM -27
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Tk£ Pufpet, Iro-Ply a*ul PoiiticALl Satire
by Virginie Ganivet

When the movie Team America : World
Po/k·e wax released iii France in 2()05.
French audiences flocked to see what
soon came to be described by many as
an "anti-American" American movie.
This idea was rather odd. as the film tells
"yet another" story of American heroes
who. despite meeting strong criticism
at home and abroad because of their
heavy-handed approach. ultimately save
the world. Pei haps French cinema-goers

were prepared to understand the film as essentially ironic. Many of
theni had seen Soitth Park. by the same writers and directors. Mc,st 01
all, many had assimilated the idea that puppets are especially suited
to pc,litical satire from watching the television show Lex Gitig„08
de l ' Info . This popular parodic news show hai been broadcast since
1988 and i s. for the niost part, performed live with rod puppets with
animatronic heads. Although 72(„17 America was not a news show
and used marionettes. the form was similar enough for the audience
to recoenize guigno/.0. or jokers. in the all-American puppets.

Les Guignols had a French predecessor called Le BObc;te Show,
which was partly influenced by The Muppets. Yet its main influence
was possibly the British satirical TV series Spi /thig Image - both
shows caricature real people, from politicians to sports and TV
personalities. Britain itselfhas a long tradition oipolitical satirical
puppetry, which arguably started iii the 1 8111 century with the glove
puppets of The Punch and Judy Show. The protagonists of Punch
and Judy are often thought Mas stock characters representing social
classes and institutions, although some characters. such as Jack
Ketch, are based on real people.

At different times, in different countries and with different
means of representation. Team AmeriaL Les Guignols and Pimch
and./m/r all oller some insight into the role ofthe puppet in satirical
political performances. and iii particular how it may affect the ironic
discourse of political satire. The puppet. here. is understood simply
as an object that is animated in such a way that it appears to have a
li feo tits own. Theterni"it'ony" will be the object offurtherdiscus-
sion, but it can be defined. chietly, as a discrepancy. either between
what is said and what is meant (verbal irony), or between intention

A SCENE FROM THE SATIRICAL LES GUIGNOLS FROM CANAL+
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and outcome (situational irony or, iii the case
fof a performance. dramatic irony). Although 6 , & 1 : 1 11 -7-63-Bit-!J 11191the United States, Great Britain and France

are different nations with distinct traditions,
they have enough cultural common points to
allow their productions to be compared, as
they define and understand satire and irony in P.

similar ways. 44 - /-34 ,, „
Satire is built through several processes

or tools. which may include irony, but also
parody. caricature and exaggeration. Those {
are usually understood as comic, but, as many
irony scholars point out. irony and comedy are r
two different things. and irony does not neces-
sarily trigger laughter. D.C. Muecke contends
that it is difficult for non-representational arts
to be ironic (4). and later theorists such as
Linda Hutcheon insist on the importance of
the human agency in irony. either as creator ror spectatir (12). Thus an object can hardly be .riironic. unless it is presented m a context that
will make it appear so to a human onk)oker
- situationaIii ony only exists i fsonieone can
acknowledge it. The puppet, however, is an
object unlike any other, in that it is an object at
the heart ofthe performance or representation.
There is an obvious discrepancy between the
object and its desired semblance of life -the
puppet can thus be perceived as fundamentally
ironic by the spectator. This predicament can
trigger laughter, especially if, in the words of
Henri Bergson, we see iii the puppet "some-
thing mechanical encrusted on the living" (35).
However, the same "ironic condition" can be
read the opposite way and make the puppet
appear tragic - the puppet, after all, fails
to become completely human, and it almost
appears as a living being condemned never to
escape its mechanical shell.

The ironic, comic and tragic potentials of the puppet vary ac- misconception ofanarchy as well as the non-recognition. voluntary
cording to a number of factors . In Team America and Les Guigno/s. or accidental . of all the conservative elements of the show. These
the directors chose not to try and hide that their actors are, in fact, elements are so strong that the imaginary disappearance of the
puppets . although animatronic heads in particular allow puppeteers show is deplored iii such a conservative newspaper as The Daily
to recreate very realistic facial expressions. The bodies ofcomplex Mail. Because some of the issues and characters of the show are
marionettes like those used in Team America also allow one to Still perceived to be typically Victorian, some of the most outra-
recreate a very "human" body language. It would be much harder geous scenes can be dismissed as archaisms: this, in effect, et'ases
to get anyone to believe that Punch, as a glove puppet, is alive. the need for the general audience to make sense of the paradoxical
let alone human. The sense of irony is heightened by the glove's juxtaposition oianarchic and conservative elements, although this
simplicity and its more limited range of movements, as the gap is a contemporary aspect ofthe show.
between the object and its apparent will to live is arguably at its When the contents of the performance send us to a cultural
most obvious. and political context that is more perceived to be "news." the

When puppets are used in satirical political representations. interpretation issue remains. In France. in the early years of the
the ironic object becomes part ofan ironic discourse . Iii political Iraq War, Team America was generally understood as "anti - Bush"
satirical texts and representations, the audience expects to figure and as mockery by Americans of how Americans behave and see
out what the "actual" message may be, but it seems surprisingly the world (AlloCind). Ilowever, in the United States. it was also
hard to reach a general consensus on the issue. Punch is often
described as an anarchist, but such a description involves a slight PUBLICITY POSTER. THEE MOVIE WAS WRITTEN BY TREY PARKER, MATT STONE AND

PAM BRADY. DISTRIBUTED BY PARAMOUNT PICTURES
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understood by some as comervative. and rather supportive of the Ro~etto ako underlitie~ that Sylveure ,peak0. unlike other
Republican Party's ideaG National Rewew rated it number 24 of American char.iltet ,. with a flawle~ }#rench accent. which point$
their "Best Conservative Movies ofthe Last 25 Years" m the end, towaids "an already perfectly mtegrated Fretich 5er~ion of glo-
the members ofTeam Americado $ave theworld afteigoing against baliied Americant/ation" (145) Ax a spoke0per0(,n ot the W'(,rid
everybody's advice and cha~ing teri'onsts and ueapons of mas4 Compaily and iK branche,, he 1" indeed an international figure
de,truction (Ander+on) T his phenomenon is hardly 4urpnwng, as He 14 ;hown a~ Lin advi#or to Anierican pie;idenb. but al,o :14 a
any cultuial text offer, scope for a multiplicity of understandings, Cardinal clc)40 to the Pope or a~ a difector 01 French telecom com-
Stuart Hall, for example. has demon„trated that the receiver of a pany Oratige. for example Ro~elti) conclude, that the "entique of
media nie,sage can adopt sekeral powlions when "decoding" it as globaliiatioil 15 addie,fed loglob.111.red French miewerk' ( 144) The
dommant, negotiated or oppositional (136-138) With Ierbal ot i glob:1117ed French uewer" h.10 to be .iK me alieady of the impact
dramatic trony, the ,anous position% are more or le„ Ioluntarily of globalliation on hi; or her iurrounding0. and ot global attair0
offered within the message -a fact which might explam why .ome L tewel-0 may mi %% out, it

Although trony otter, a choice of interpictation, it does not not on the anti-globalintion di,cour,e of Le\ Glit,q/ic,/\. at le:D,t On
addre~ a univer4al audience The under,tanding of the ironic 110 exact extent
di0cour„e can be narrowed down by 0everal factors, including So it appeal, that the political me~age can be 104 to the audi-
culture and language Les Gitigi/c,l~ fol example if only accewble ence bectiu0e 01 i{0 uie of nony Still. it is wi),th convdering what
to French-~peaking audience~butthe lact that it 14 made in France the puppet dc,e, to the irc}niC di,cour,.e One ob, iou, effect ot the
fur a Fiench audience doe0 not mean that the whole of the French puppet is that it introduce0 the ide,1 01 manipulation The analogy
population can watch or understand the irc)ny of the $how. or make between puppet; and politiciati, ih common m the United State,-
~ethe of it~ political me~age It 1, fairly common knowledge in Great Britam and h .itice The puppetx alio introduce fome $en,e
France that the ~how offen ~ome sort ot anti-globalization voice, ot takery, becau„e no attempt 1, maile to di,gill~e the tact they
but it 10 not always dear how it doe,0 40, and 4onie people might are objecti They are a lemmder th:it the audience i, watching a
mi„ it altogether and tocu4 on othet, more mundane. a0pect0 ot the performance EVabl,5hing a theatrical con,en~0 K more difficult
4atirical new4 report - e,,pecially with the puppets ol atti,t0 and than it 14 with live actor, The flagging of attiticiality and the lack
famoui athlete$ For Mireille Ro,ello, however, the ihow often a ot an,,weii provided by the ironic content junction a. a con,dant
clear anti-globalization di~courNe. e,pecially through the fictional invitation fur the audience to .earch lot another layer ot meaning
"World Company" and the Sylvevre charactet. a Sylve,der Stal- Oddly, howerei. this detachment from the illugon ot reality oi
lone look-alike (143) The World Company ~tand4 for a ruthie„ certainty doe0 not neceHarily alienate the audience The re,pon,e
multinational company and ha, several mirror companief, ~uch as of PPD, the well-meaning anchor of Le.5 (fmgnoh, to Syhe,tre'*
Chri~t Company and World Pharmaceuticals Ro~ello explaitif that intervention~ 10 (11 teti ,hock and outiage. followed by reiignation
Sylve„tre made h,0 tirv appearance at the beginning ot the Fir~ PPD ,hrug, or re~tf h,0 head on h,4 hand toi- a iecond. and inme.
Gult Wai, during Operation De,eit Storm on to the next liew4 'han, tranution " Thi~ po,ition highlight4 that

we, the audience, have soniething m common with the puppet~ that
The viewer 14 expected to decode the puppet in two we are being mampulated by torce„ we cannot even define clearly.
Rage4 we are suppo~ed to remember that Rainbo ", the and that we dc, not begin to hght The puppet may thux be more

hero of  a typically action-packed American movie and to demanding than the ieal new0 anchor iii the ,en~e that Re cannot
accept the validity 01- 11% nie~age pc, w. but it 14 al,0 ,urprivngly'recognize"' General Schwarzkopf, the real protagoni,t
caxy to relate to

of De0ert Storm. the symbol ot the American military m

general ( 144)

TEAM AMERICA DESTROYS THE EIFFEL TOWER IN AN (UNSUCCESSFUL) PURSUIT OF A TERRORIST
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In Team America. Les Guignols and Punch mid ./lkly. the specta-
toi's are invited to evaluate their relation to power and authority - a UNIMA-USAvery global issue indeed . Pinic 11 and Judy may not exactly be a tale
of anarchy. but it certainly tells the story of an individual's relation to
institutions and their power over him . The same institutions remain /V\_(11k>-r D0,i(>rs
unchallenged by the characters of Les Gitigno/s: demanding change
is the role of the audience. In Team America. the divide is not only IMPRESARIO ~~-
between Team America and the rest of the world - it alsc, exists within
11·t - A „,-,4 ... n . 1 .·.,- q .,1 . 11 thi . n ,·nl „,rini . te . re ti .i ' hnip ' 111 „ mn . Vince Anthony
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In Team America, Les Gitignols and Punch and,hui-Y, the specta-
tors are invited to evaluate their relation to power and authority - a UNIMA-USAvery global issue indeed . Punch and Judy may not exactly be a tale
of anarchy. but it certainly tells the story of an individualk relation to
institutions and their power over him . The same institutions remain /\A(Iik,i- D(>,11>,-s
unchallenged by the characters of Les Guign,ds: demanding change
is the role of the audience . In Team America. the divide is not only IMPRESARIO ~2-
between Team America and the rest of  the world - it also exists within
the American nation - and all the protagonists are . technically, ma- Vince Anthony
nipulated . Consequently. the film cannot be reduced to a supremacist or Center for Puppetry Arts
conservative discourse . unless part of its message is ignored . The film Heather Henson
invites its audience to question their military and police forces, which Lynn K. Jeffries
are government-managed. and it also calls for them to evaluate the
American nation k position in, for, and against the rest of the world. This
invitation could be lost if the film used live actors: the illusion of reality PATRON
would be stronger. and the irc,ny would be haider to detect . Perhaps this ~,/ ~i  Jennings Puppeteers
i s the greatest xtrength of the political satirical puppet: it makes the act Colette Searlsof consuming entertainment more complex and more empowering as
it forces us to question ourselves and our surroundings.

~ SPONSOR
Virginie Ganivet is a PhD student at Loughborough University, , Almmig:A /
UK . Her research focuses on the Punch and Judy. \**,an„~-i-/ Ballard Institute and

Museum Of Puppetry
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W bi / W Ur e/W Akpi k CARILAA,lawl P M926£ Thkaty ez
by James Beauregard Ashby

This production is obviously an example The supposed youthfulness of Canada
of object theatre. which, thanks to the pio- as a nation is a common trope in historical
neering work 01 David and Ann Powell (the and theoretical constructions ofthe country,
brother-and-sister team w ho founded Pup- but Canadian theatre scholar Alan Filewod
petmongers in Toronto in 1974) and a fuw emphasizes that Vals a state. Canada is no
companies outside of Canada, has become "younger" than Italy or Germany." since.
an increasingly popular form ot puppetry. A "Illike them. it is a product of nineteenth-
similaishowcouldarguably now becreated century liberal nation-building. Unlike
anywhere on earth. but was there anything them. however. Canada could not be vali-
distinctly "Canadian' about its genesis? dated through -a mythic invocation of racial

Describing the Canadian context in unity-orrelated originary myths locatedin
general, Kenneth B. McKay notes that imme,norial time.-Thiswasofcoursedue
this country "shares in the general North in part to a varied population. which led to
American culture, one based on that of the dominant niulticulturalist discourse. but
Western European immigrants and niodi- like other postcolonial states. Canada was;
fled by regional conditions and. more founded on the "expropriation of Aborigi-
recently. by contact with other traditions nality.' sometimes in grimly literal terms.

THE BRICK BROS. CIRCUS, ANN AND DAVID POWELL and by technological changes." Another from the original inhabitants of the area. As
AND THE "FIRST CANADIAN BRICKONAUT"

-overwhelming influence" on this nation a result. lacking acohesive etiological myth
PHOTO COURTESY OF PUPPETMONGERS THEATRE hasbeenthe USA. since "Itlheattraction of to explain its past and justify its present.

a rich and powerful neighbor. so close and Canada. along with other postcolonial na-

Following ati October 2005 performance linguistically the same as most of Canada. tions. has been dogged -by recurrent crise,

of the Puppetmongers Theatre production, is irresistible" (23). of 'identity"' (2), Filewod observes. This
When he begins to address the cultural question of  identity has compelled myriad

The Brick Bros . Circits, a young audience
member exclaimed, "That was n't a puppet context of Canadian puppetry more :pe- scholars to ask what "Canada- and "Cami-

show !" 1 was amused but surprised. as 1 had cifically. however, his chain of argument dian theatre" are. Unfortunately. however,

been entertained by the daring feats of  the becomes more dubious. Due to "the rela- because of the persistent mai'ginalization

perionners-all of whom are actual bi-icks, tive youth of Canadian puppet theatre." he of puppetry iii the popular and academic

save for the Brick Contortionist, a cleverly claims,'ithas notdeveloped any traditional presses in Canada. markedly lewer authorK

disguised sponge-and impressed by the puppet ch aracter. such as is found in many have essayed to ask what Canadian puppet

abiii ty of the visible huinan manipulators to older cultures" (29). Although "Islome 01 theatre as a whole might be. This question

bring them to life. I had not been the only the work done by our leading puppeteers has nonetheless only become more pressing.

one. Earlier, having set up Brikko the Clown does have adistinctive style." he continues. given the complex of intluencex outlined

to perform his routine. the manipulators had "it is that of an individual company. rather thus far.

sat down in front of the audience to watch. than of the country as a whole or even of Puppet theatre is not new to Canada, just
a region" (29-30). There is indeed no Ca- as thecountry itselfis notespecially young.

As one might expect, Brikko had been un-
able to provide much entertainment on his nadian equivalent of England's Punch. for As Mc Kay reveals. "the first permanent

own. Still, some residual sense of imagined example, moreover. it is unlikely that a puppet theatre in Canada operated near

lile had remained, since another child iii the single such character will ever emerge in Quebec City froin 1775 to 1837"(44).The

audience had felt compelled to shout. "Do such a large and culturally diverse country, first appearance of a puppet in a perl ormance

something!"The outburst could conceivably Even so. McKay's attribution ofthis to "the by Europeans in Canada could be dated

have been directed at the manipulators. but relative youth of Canadian puppet theatre" much earlier. however. if David Gardner is
(29) and of the country as a whole (23) is correct in his suggestion that 1583 marked

given the direction in which the child was
symptomatic ofa largerproblem: a national the "date tor the beginning of play produc-

facing, that seems less likely.
identity crisis. lion in Canada" (226). Although the focus

was generally on human performers iii the
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it entails 'experimenting with proven tech- The impact that the Vellemans' style had
niques and adapting them to the processes on the Powells' own then emerging style
which define our own theatre" (14). This is should not be overemphasized, however.
indeed an encouraging proposal. but Paul Their rod puppets were controlled from
McPharlin has already shown us that many below, whereasthe Powells discovered their
puppet artists across North America have passion for puppetry as children through
adopted just such an approach in the past. playing with marionettes. which are con-
Still, several puppet theatre companies have trolled from above. Moreover. the Powells
demonstrated through productions devel- were by this time trying to reduce the dis-
oped by means of this approach thal pup- lance between themselves and theirpuppets
petry iii Canada can be a site of resistance (A. Powell).They therefore adapted the "Ca-

~~ to the supposedly "overwhelming" (McKay nadian control" method to their own needs.
23) cultural intluence of the USA. For their very first show as Puppetniongers,

There are certainly many instances The Miller (\974), the puppets representing
THE LOON AND MIl< CHIK FROM GLOOSCAP'S

PEOPLE ( 1974 ), AN EARL_Y EXAMPLE OF A MERMAID of Canadian artists successfully adapting someofthe supportingcharacterswerebuilt
.

PRODUCTION BASED UPON THE CULTURAL MATERIAL OF proven techniques appropriated from upon bases. so that they could be moved
THE MI'KMAQ MIEr cultures. One example-or rather one onto the stage when required, but stand on

EVEN AFTER CONSULTING TWO OF THE INDIVIDUALS cluster of related examples-has particu- their own while the Powells manipulated
INVOLVED IN THESE PRODUCTIONS, POSITIVELY lai-ly attracted the attention of the Powells. other puppets.
IDENTIFYING RELATED PHOTOS IS DIFFICULT, AS in fact. they have gone so far as to assert

SEVERAL OF THE LEGENDS WERE REGROUPED AND
REWORKED FOR VARIOUS TOURING PRODUCTIONS. that this method of' puppet construction.

the "Canadian control. not only originated
PHOTO: MICHAEL GARBARY

COURTESY OF MERMAID THEATRE OF NOVA SCOTIA in Canada but also soon became popular
throughout much of the country, which
would seem to challenge McKay's position «'C:z·~~

kind of mummers' play that may have been that no "distinctive style" (30) could exist at
performed in 1583 inorby St. John's. New- the regional, much less national level. The
foundland, this production seems to have Powells have argued since the mid- 1970%
involved a "Hobby Horsse [sic]" (Haies qtd. that it should join the list of other control
in Gardner 227). a kind of body puppet that methods named fortheirrespectivecountries
the performer wor-e and therefore controlled of  origin, such as the more famous "Czech
from the inside (229). It one can accept the control." David Powell explains that the
puppetry traditions of the original inhabit- term "referred originally to any puppet built
ants of the area now known as Canada in to stand up on its own." An early source of
this discussion. one can trace this historY inspiration that led the Powells to formulate
even further back. this concept was the now defunct company ~ .,

Although Aboriginal puppetry has in fact Canadian Puppet Festivals, once known as 4~
been largely ignored by later puppet artists Ledo Puppets, which was founded and led .a.3.Pel'*2=,W
based in this country, Canadian "theatre by the late Leo and Dora Velleman in 1950.
artists who chose to explore this ancient Powell states that he first noticed their use

HELEN AND IVAN FROM MCI<AY'S PUPPETRY INmedium were forced to borrow concepts and of this method of construction while watch- CANADA: AN ART TO El\ICHANT (37)
techniques from the more established pup- ing a performance of their production '1 'lie CANADIAN PUPPET FESTIVALS ( LEO AND DORA

petry cultures" ( 13 ). as Jim Morrow-then Firebird. The puppets used in its staging VELLEMAN ), THE FIREBIRD
the associate director and designer at Mer- were rod puppets, "some of which were built NOTE THE VISUAL SIMILARITY BETWEEN THESE PUPPETS
maid Theatre of Nova Scotia and now the ar- ()nt() wheeled stands" ("Re: Canadian Con- AND THOSE OF THE WAYANG GOLEK TRADITION,

tisticdirector-confirmed in 1998. He went trol")andthuswereableto remain standing PARTICULARLY THE COSTUMES, HEADDRESSES AND ROD

CONTROLS.on to identify an openly appropriationist and without human assistance.
adaptive "approach" to puppet theatre as PHOTO: ANDREW OXENHAM

COURTESY OF KENNETH B. MCKAY AND THE ONTARIO
" truly Canadian ." It could best be described PUPPETRY ASSOCIATION

as a tradition of innovative recycling. since
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A0wa0notedearlier. howner. even thii apploptiation-(Lewi424).but the company
' broader under„tanding of a Canadian ap- ha$ managed to counter thi4 charge to J

pioach to puppelry i. a~oclated with a wider convderable degree by involving membe14I .,Ke I- Ft ' . North American tendency Nonethele~. to of the Fir~t Natic}i-i~ who~ecultural material· T - . .. · -' turn to the language oi winemaking. there 1, they were theatricalizing a, con,ultanK and.

i> - r~. acertain goilt de terroir-literally "ta>,te 01 ,<)11101111104. pailicipant~ Les~ controper-
'- the land" ("Gofit")-with regard to how thix ~ially. Mermaid ha„ al,o ~laged d number

- + tendency incitel-talizes hete A bitel-atialyvi ofproductic),ix based oil fulk tale0, h~torte,,
of„ome key dec~onx reearding contentand and legendi a~ociated with European 4et-
form will elucidate thi, claim with reference tler*and their de,,cendants, as well as plar,
to re;ixting cultural encroachment written by. adapted by. ot adapted from%1

With le,pect to content. a comnion worb, by local author,
,; 1,1*  strategy ha0 been to diaw upon matencil Form can be a 0ubtler but no le~ el-fec-

4,<' S'K*,»**,\n, *f '4'*\Al of- national, regional, or local ggnificance tive mean, ot re,Ning cultural influence
when developing new work The artist, at David Powell reveal, that the mitial idea"THE SHAMAN AND THE BAGPIPE"

FROM NOAH AND THE WOOLLY MAMMOTH ( 1999 ) Merinaid Theatre of Nova Scotia-lounded lor theit production The Bnc k Brof Circ u;
BOY AND AJA PUPPETS MANIPULATED BY GRAHAM m 1972 m Woll-ville. although it h:10 been te,,ulted troin juu fuch a critical peripec-

PERCY AND JODY STEVENS ba0ed in Windior vnce 1987-have been live During.i convel-0ation with friend,,the
A CELEBRATION OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NUNAVUT, particularly succe~,tul at 10]lowing thiA point w.14 made that, vtice "marionette4 latel

A COLLABORATION WITH INUK CHOREOGRAPHER approach, m both the 0enfe that they hake olten pretty manimate on theintrinu~." one
SIOBHAN ARNATSIAQ-MURPHY cieated engaging and toi-mally experimen- could conceivably replace them with brick„

PHOTO GERI NOL_AN-HILFIKER tal production0 ba,,ed on local hi,tory and and $till 4.,ge the kind of Fariety or cabaretCOURTESY OF MERMAID THEATRE OF NOVA SCO TIA

1-olklote and that they have attracted a great ;how m which they are often leatuted The
Other companie~ and artist, di~covered maily,pectator, to the0e prodliction$ Thli Powelb, decided to accept the challenge, al-

their own variation,, on this control method is notto *ay, however. that :111 Mermaid pro- thoughthey cho4eto foigoactually attaching
The0e vanation~ have proven to be so dispa- ductioni have been local m content, indeed. ~tnlig% to the brick,, perhap, becauie that
rate, m fact, that ~ubsuming them all under it% production hi~tory haf been %(}mewhat would hdve been too pointed an attack on
a vngle control 0tyle may seein like forcing Incon01~tent in thi, regard Still, the com- #kating marionette% and the othet -dafvc'
the ,~sue Furthermore, a given free4tand- pany eitabl,4hed iti admir:ible reputation CRe Sourcei/Creation") acth upon which
Ing puppet cannot Mmply be labelled a0 largely through itiitage adaptation„ oithe $(~me oi tho~e who would follow in the
'Canadian without taking itj provenance mythf and legend0 ot the Mi'kni:10 begin- footuepi ot Frank P.iri, hape relied They
into convdetation David Powell himself ning in 1973 with Mic nlit{ Legent/ 1 These manipulate the blick circi,$ pet -tormer$ di -
ha, remarked on fome international ante- adaptationi rai'·,ed the ~pectre of- "Cliltul:11 really instead. 40[lietime, taking advantage

cedenb, including "the u~e of the banana of the -C:inadian Colitr<)1.- since brick~ are
log, that hold characters on stage iii the obviouxly capable of remaining upright on
Indonevan wayang (both 4hadow Ikillitl la~ ~.~~ 0-115£~~~S~~V.l' 7=" theit own
and golek) " (-Re Canadian Control-) Con- '9 In returning to the humble brick$. we
sequently. McKay's contention that there ti

 *».1 + . A., \.„PA/ · -r' i" ' '444- /1 91 "lm
mt 4,4 n ,».-1*"i':.**'.1,",]11'*U ,1 can now addre~0 thequestionthat wa$ po~ed

no one "di,tinctive ,tyle" (30) that could ~ ,~0" '"*~ t.~ * nearthe begitining Puppetry iti Canadaha0
be de~ignated a~ Canadian would seem to /1. :*,·':, I 13,4 6*di been shaped not oilly by the hi,torical and
obtain Neverthele~ hince the -Canadian '~"~ <' '*·,~~~,,' ~441~1~~ above, but .11$0-at leN m the caie of the

"Fri : ~. .. ".'1~ eeog , aphical factot . that were ~crutinized
control" 14 a matrix 01 telated ,olittion0 to ,) '
the same problem, it could be thought ot a, , , 8 /2. . wot k produced by out- mov exciting compa-
d microcovii of the tradition of ilinovative -,« li '£ i nies-by a compulv on to tell worie* rooted

»1'' 4 m thi, land and d rev;tance to dominant.recycling that wa~ identified earlie, In fact,
the ornate. flowing couume0 and elaborate ~4 * : 1, facile Aolution0 to the que~,lion of how to
headdreHe4 of the human charactet un the f' ij*4 tell the~ 0totiex These stone0 certainly
Velleman,/ Firebird. not to mention their ' need tic}t be $enou, or even factual. nor do
rod controli , ~erve a0 endence ola poRible CHILDREN FROM THE MILLER AND THE MILLER 'S WIFE the solutiom need to be overly complicated
link between the very Indonevan tradition4 ALL TURN TOGETHER ON THIS "CANADIAN CONTROL"- The ftruggle to load "the fi~t Canadian
mentioned by Powell and the Vellemank STYLE BASE hi-ickon.lut" mto a miniature cannon dur-
devgns for thii ploduction . which in turn PHOTO JAMES BEAUREGARD ASHBY ing 7 'he Brnk Bro# Clicit \ 111114trate , the~e
influenced the PowelK COURTESY OF PUPPETMONGERS THEATRE point , perfectly-.ind playfully
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ANN AND DAVID POWELL . PUPPETS WITH THE CAST OF THE MILLER 'S WIFE
( 1976 ), THE SEQUEL TO THE MILLER UTILIZING A VARIETY OF VARIATIONS ON
THE "CANADIAN CONTROL."

PHOTO COURTESY OF PUPPETMONGERS THEATRE
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AK~ropk O€eds- aftd
AP[tknpeepti< Thi*l~ 5
by Shaun May

A distinction that 1 believe is essential for understanding the i . 8., i A
phenomena of the animated puppet is the difference between
an object /ooking humanlike and it being humanlike. Often the M 4, 4
term 'anthropomorphic' is used to encompass both. but it is my + 0 0

contention that the two are distinct and separable - the puppet
does not have to look like a human to be humanlike, and an 6*%= /
object can still be object-like even if it looks like a human. As *, 1-

such it is helpful to make a terminological distinction. 1 will use *
'anthropomorphic' in reference to the object looking humanlike

FINNEGAN 'S WAKE : A SOLO DRAMA ( 2010 ) © OLLIE EVANSand 'anthropic' to the object being humanlike.' In the case of the
USED WITH PERMISSION

former, the object looking humanlike, examples include a clothes
store mannequin, Michelangelo's David and a Barbie doll. Now. The worlds of science fiction are full of robots that move from
1 don't want to claim that photograph-like realism is character- being tools that humans utilize in their projects to anthropic beings
istic of all anthropomorphism. In fact. there is demonstrably a that engage in projects with them. but there isn't a great deal of
tendency in animation and puppetry towards neoteny - that is. work within the theatre/film literature attempting to analyze this
exaggerating the size of the head and eyes towards a scale similar phenomenon. By contrast. the field of computer science is teeming
to that found in a newborn child (much like Bratz dolls). Many with research programs looking at this transition. Due to the fact
anthropologists. such as Terrence Deacon, believe that there is an that "sociability' is one of the most commercially successful trails
evolutionary basis to our fondness for such exaggeration (i.e. it a computer system can have, there is substantial empirical literature
reminds us of children, which we are "hardwired' to care about) on this topic that I feel is worth looking at in a little detail.
but that is rather tangential to this essay. The main criteria for an Clifford Nass (2004) of Stanford University discovered that
object looking humanlike seems to be an arrangement of eyes. computer programs that synthesize speech invoke a social response.
mouths. limbs etc. in a broadly similarconliguration to the people That is. people are polite to a computer that speaks to them. and
one encounters every day. What. by contrast. does it mean for a this response is not found when information is communicated solely
puppet to be humanlike? To answer this. 1 will to turn to the work onscreen. Now, obviously they realize that the computer doesn't
of Martin Heidegger. have feelings. so there is no rationality behind their doing so, but

According to Heidegger ( 1996). we need to understand the hu- nonetheless, politeness is a natural response to synthetic speech.
man being as essentially being-in-the-world. This initially seems This is something we are naturally inclined to do. and I think there
to be an obvious truism as very few people would disagree with is an obvious reason for this. Speech is a shared cultural practice that
the fact that we live in a world. However. when Heidegger claims we all engage in - we speak as we do because of the world that we
this. he does not mean that we are in the world in the same way share. and so it is quite natural that this practice is subject to a certain
that water is in a glass - it does not refer to spatial containment. nonnativeness. We pick this up alongside ourother worldly activities
Rather. we are in the world in the same way one says one is in - one says. "Bless you." when someone sneezes. thanks someone
love or in the army. When you say, "Ted is in the ariny. you for opening the door. and so on - and this politeness develops to a
don't mean he can always be found at a particular location - for level such that it is automatic in socially proficient adults.
example. the barracks - but rather his being in the army entails an Written language, including text displayed on a screen. is usually
ongoing commitment to an activity, with corresponding equipment understood as a sort of vicarious sociality. When I see a note on the
and the skills to go with them. Similarly. my being in the world is fridge saying, "Shaun. 1 think it's your turn to buy the milk," 1 tend
characterized by ongoing practical activ ities that matter to me- in to infer that it is expressing the wishes of my roommate rather than
this particular case. presenting my research in a journal article as of the fridge. This is because I am familiar with a shared cultural
clearly and concisely as 1 can. The anthropic object, then. is one practice in which people who live with each other occasionally write
which. rather than being a piece of equipment that I utilize in my note s instead of discussing things in person. Part of the reason that
practical activity, engages iii projects with me. some people find ventriloquism unsettling is perhaps that we are

not used to such vicariousness in vocal discourse. What this means
is that the puppet that chats to me or leaves notes on appliances
can be said to be anthropic in a way in which the shop mannequin
usually cannot.
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The creation of anthropic objects is a project undertaken by the "reading' ofemotions on the face ofothers. this attentiveness
Cynthia Breazeal (2002) and her colleagues at MIT, who create allows Kismet to notice what things in the environment others find
"sociable' robots - most notably one called Kismet. Kismet was interesting and attend to those things as well. This sense of -shared
created not as a tool that one uses to achieve a certain task but as a saliency' is fundamental to our everyday interaction with others.
social robot with which one interacts. Breazeal's work was heav- For example, it I were giving a lecture and then I suddenly looked
ily influenced by research on child development and it was her out of the window and made a noise olexcitement. the chances are
intention that one feels naturally inclined to respond to Kismet as high that many people would turn to see what distracted me. I might
one normally does to an infant. Rather than speaking like a human havelo add specilicity by pointing. but generally we are sulliciently
adult, Kismet largely communicates with a child-like babble. As familiar with what is normally found at a university campus to have
such, Breazeal's work is a good exploration of the nonlinguistic a shared sense ofwhat is salient. This sort ol ability is shared by
aspects ofthis area. Kismet and by the developing infant, such that when the caregiver

it must be noted that there is more to language than semantic finds something salient in the environment, that sense of saliency
content. The newborn baby has been found to react prelerentially becomes shared between everyone in that situation.
towards the prosody, the rhythmic or musical aspects ofa language, As Kismet has a body. it is able to use its posture and gaze to
ofthe mother's native tongue than to those of other languages. This indicate that it finds something in its environment interesting. and
is because in utero the fetus can hear the mother speak and thus i f someone else finds something salient. then Kismet acts appro-
develops a sort of "prosodic palate' by the time it is born (Vihman priately. Furthermore. iii addition to responding to the speech and
2002). Similarly, Kismet is sensitive to the meaning of the prosody movement of humans. Kismet has a sense of personal space and
of the language used by the caregiver, and, while the robot can't responds allectively if this is violated. All this adds up to a system
understand precisely what the words mean. it can tell the difference that is in the world with us. this is the essence of the anthropic
between praise and prohibition. Furthermore, in taking turns to talk, object.
the caregiver gets a sense from Kismet that they are conversing Until recently, there was an assumption in robotics that we are
with each other. The babbling seems to carry intentional content by more likely to react socially to a system that is both anthropic and
virtue of its role in this shared practice and the similarity in prosody anthropomorphic than a merely anthropic one, but a study by Hinds
between the two speakers. et al. (2004) suggests that this is not necessarily the case. Indeed.

Acrucial aspect of Kismet's design is the way in which the robot we seem rather agnostic when it comes to such a convergence: we
and humans interacting with it share a sense of what is important usually like it when the robot or puppet looks humanlike. but its
or interesting in the environment. Breazeal achieved this primarily doing so is not necessary for invoking a social response. This finding
by making Kismet very attentive to faces. In addition to facilitating was surprising to many roboticists, but I would suggest that it might

be less so for readers interested in object theatre.
in which everyday objects are routinely manipu-
lated to become characters. For example. Little
Bulb Theatre ' s Crocosmin ( 2008 ) features a truly
touching moment in which three orphaned chil-
dren first encounter their new foster parents, roles
that are played by a running shoe and a perfume
bottle and are no less convincing because of it.
Similarly, the American performer Paul Zaloom is
famous for creating political puppet performances

4* using everyday objects as characters. for example
his show The Adventures of White-Man (2010) in
which the 'White-Man' in the title is played by
difTerent objects as the piece progresses. In both
cases, despite the fact that the objects don't look
humanlike, they are nevertheless anthropic and
are potentially capable of engendering the same
rich social and emotional response that one has
in relation to more traditional anthropomorphic
puppets or human actors.

STOMUNCULUS AT THE LITTLE ANGEL THEATRE ( 2010 ) © OLLIE EVANS
USED WITH PERMISSION
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Let us consider a famous anthropic object frointilm- 1 I AL
from 2001. A Space 0*ssen HAL was basically a light with
a voice, but nonetheless he was a gripping anthropic character
- perhaps the most compelling character in the lilm. I would * 40 -
claim that this was achieved by Kubrick showing 'him' engag-
ing in shared practices witli the rest oltlie crew, including vocal
communication. opening doors and, 01 course. homicide. These
activities were performed on the basis ofthem sharing a world 4:

together. HAL's communicating willi the crew, for example, is
possibleonly on the basis ofthis shared manifold ofinte Iiigibil-
ity - things being salient to everyone, so we all know what one
is talking about when asking HAL to open the doors.

So. my principal claim isthat there isa l'undamental distinc-
tion between anthropoinorphic and anthropic objects, and while
they often overlap, the two are wholly dissociable. A puppet
can be humanlike (anthropic) without looking humanlike and
there are countless examples ol objects, such as Barbie dolls.
which imitate the human form without being anthropic. I ani
not convinced that there are any necessary and sufficient condi- BREAZEAL'S SOCIABLE ROBOT, KISMET
tions of an object being anthropic, but speech, opening doors PHOTO: JARED C. BENEDICT © 2005

for each other, and leaving notes on the fridge are all examples
of practical activities in which we can potentially engage as
beings-in-the-world. An object beconies anthropicifit moves Bibliography
from being a piece of equipment that we use iii our everyday
activity to engaging in that activity with us and perhaps even Breazeal , Cynthia . Designing Sociable Robots .
having ambitions, feelings, and intentions of its own. For ex- Massachusetts: MIT Press. 20()2. Print.
ample. the anthropic spoon might refuse to go into my mouth
because it is scared of the dark and the anthropic marionette Heidegger, Martin . Being mid Time . Trans . J . Macquarrie
might cut its own strings because it longs to be free. Indeed. und E. Robinson. Oxford: Blackwell, 1996. Print.
the anthropic puppet can. like HAL and other anthropic robots
in science fiction. decide that we human beings are completely Jurkowski, Hentyk. A,#pects c,/ Pitppet Thect/re. London:
supertluous and rise up against uss. Puppet Centre Trust. 1988. Print.

I fan anthropic object were to exist in real life (for example,
if MIT managed to develop a robot as socially prolicient as a Nass, Clifford. "Etiquette Equality: Exhibitions and
typical human adult or if a puppet was mystically enchanted) Expectations of Computer Politeness." Communications
then, despite being composed of a di ITerent substance to us. it of the ACM, 47.4 (2004): 35-37. Print.
would be in the world' with us and have the intelligence and
social understanding that 1 believe is the defining characteristic Nass, Clifford, and Kwan Min Lee. "Does computer-
of human beings. Moreover, as an interest in the anthropic ob- synthesized speech manifest personality? Experimental
ject is what drives much research in both puppetry and robotics. tests of recognition, similarity attraction and consistency-
I believe there is a great deal that the two disciplines can gain attraction." Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied.
from dialogue with each other. 7.3 (2001): 171-181. Print.

' 1 believe this is close to the original etymology, with Tillis, Steve. 7bward an Aesthetics o/the Plippet.
'anthropic' pertaining to human being and 'anthropoinorphic Ptippetry as a Theatrical Art . New York : Greenwood
originally pertaining specifically to the human lorm. Press. 1992. Print.

Shaun May is a Ph.D candidate at the Central School Vihman, Marilyn May. "The Role of Mirror Neurons
of Speech and Drama, and Artistic Director of Square in the Ontogeny of Speech." Mirror Neurons and the
Moon Theatre. For more information about his research Evolution of Brain and Language. Ed. Stamenov, M &
and practice, visit: Gallese. V. Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing.

www.shaunmay.co.uk. 2002. 305-314. Print.
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Of 1-me 86 PlAfp€ts
A Review of Constance Marks 's Documentary Film , Being Elmo: A Puppeteer 's Journey

Surrounded by excited families waiting to watch Disney') new 1 n developing a character and voice for the w ide-eyed, tiery red
feature film revival of  The Mitppeh. with Maitin Scot,er ' s Hugo puppet with which $evetal more 0enior .595ame Street puppeteer,
playing in the theater next door, I wondered if a puppetry renaix- had failed. Cla~h rec.1114 m an intel-view. "1 knew that Elmo ihould
Aance might be occurring on the illver 0creen The Muppeti' pro- repro,ent love " Markk documentary make0 cleat that thi, loIe. 40
tagonixt, a new character named Walter. would be glad to hear it, vital to Elmoi appeal and ability to communicate with children.
having felt alienated as the only puppet growing
up iii Smalltown, USA His feelings of isolation
end when he discoven The Muppet Show, full
of colorful creature~ that help him not only to
teel lexx different. but to feel like being different
might not be M, bad As Walter pre~e5 his face BEING ELMO
to h14 televivon screen, flying to ciawl invde
to Join h10 tdols, 1 wa0 struck by how much he
reminded me of Kevin Cia. h . the ,ubject of Being * A PUPPETEERS JOURNEY •
E. Inio A Ptippeteer 's Journer. a charming new
documentary feature film by Constance Marks
that won Special Jury Prtie at the 2011 Sundance
Film Festival

Being Elmo te\\~ of Cla„h ', temarkable Journey trom a working bloomi from the shy and kind- hedited puppeteer hiti »10elt . but 10
cla,x Baltimore family to becoming the man behind Elmo. one ot rooted in the encoutagenient h10 pdrenth and mentor. ~howed him
the nio„t taitioux and adored puppet~ in the world A, a child en- a. he pur~ed hi>, dreatih The him 14 a temarkable te~tament to
amored with Se.wmie Street vnce itf debut m 1969. watching with puppetry a, a global langiiage of love and under0tanding. dnd to the
hii face mere inche, from the ~creen. Clash found puppetry ta~ci- powerot love. encouragement and mentor0hip to put a young perion.
tiating and dreamed ot Joining Jini Hen„on'$ lamily of puppeteer; regardle~ of wheie Vhe came troin, on the path to $iicie,$
The documentaty mclude~ candid inteR lew~ with Cla,hi parent„, review by Amber West
George and Glady$. inatiy ol h,$ mentors and colleague$, a. well
as remarkable archival footage ot Clash's early wot k oil televi4ion For a wdeo trailer. go to

0how~ $ uch ax Captain Kaligaroo www. youtube . com/watch ?v=oRotWuJ N IQA
In a particularly memorable moment m the

tilm, the Cla4h family lovingly tecall, Kevin at
nine years, old 4ecretly cutting up his father«
good winter coat to build hi4 tirst puppet While directed by
many parenK might have chosen 0wift pun~h-
ment, Cla~4 parenti recogni7ed their child'*
potential And while Walter. hke many Amencan
kid4, embrace$ his newfound pai,ion by collect-
ing ton and memorabilia, Cla4hs parentx wele 9,4 ..
w~e (and penny-wise) enough to channel his
energie4 more constructively Cla,,h didn't merely 4
watch . but , tudied Sesame Street and The Muppet
Show, not only for in.piration on creating voice 5
and characters. but to help teach himself building
and operating technique, HA parenb encom=
aged hix intereits by hosting puppet ~how, toi **
neighborhood children, which Kevin perfornmed
behind a,heet hung on their backyard clothe,dme.
dri#ing him to audition4 and gig~ as he began to
gain local popularity, a~ well a, helping him to
,eek out mentot 4 hke Kermit Love, who eventu-
,illy helped to get hi~ talenb recognized by none , ..,
other than Jini Heti$on
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2* & 3" - Great Arizona Puppet Slam #PHOEN,x r & 7- - Oriat Arizona Puppet Slim #PHomx
Gth - Nasty, Brutish & Short: a Puppet Cabarlt #CHICAGO 13'~- CoLAI Arti Puppit Slam #Niw*MUNSWICK
r & ." - Dolly Wiggler Cabarit #CALGARY 21•1- Puppet Manualfisto #PHILADILPHIA, Pup~t Showplaco Slim #BROOKUNE,
10" - PUppet ShOWP|*Ce Slim #BROOKLINE TBA-KC Puppet Stam #KANIASCITY, Fled tho Blrd, #TORONTO,
1 0- - Blood From a Turnip #PROVIDENCE Fuisy Cloud #SMTTLI
17:h - Puppet Slamwlch #BALTIMORE
22- - 24'; - Tlterltada: NochU de Cabarit #SANJUAN
27'h - Grlat Small WorkS Spighettl Dinner #BROOKLYN
Som & 310: - Dal WundorKimmer Puppet Kabar*t #BROOKLYN
TBA- Slim Noir #MELBOURNE, Sobre La Mela #SANJUAN 7* & MI. Great Arizona Puppet Slam #PHommx

00*00 TIA - Wham Sam Puppet Slam #Aut,VILLS, PUNCH #DROOKLYN

13"& 14w - KC Puppet Simm #KANSAS CITY 0@00@00@0
148 - PUppet Manualle,10 #PHILADELPHIA TBA - Groat Arizona Puppet Slam #PHOENIX, All Thl Salnts #RICHMOND.
14m - All The Saints Spaghottl Dinner #RIc„NoND UConn Puppet Slam #STORMS, Dal WunderKImmer #BROOKLYN
20"  Blood From a Turnip #PROVIDENCE
2," - Das WunderKammer Puppet Kabarett #BROOILYN
TBA - King Friday's Dungeon #PORTLAND #ME, Spork in Hand #COLUMBIA,
Wham Sam Puppet Slim #ASHEVILLE, Feed the Birds Cabarlt #TORONTO, ®(B@®(9(30
Fusly Cloud #SEATTLE, Puppet Underground Cabarits #DC, r * PUpp* ManualfeitO #PHILADSLPH[A
Set Up Punch #MELIOUMNE 271,1 - Puppet Rampage #FTLAUDERDALE

TIA - Wham Sam Puppet Slim #ASHaviLUI, Puppitzilla #LosANe,6.8,®ee Sobfo La &1058 #SANJUAN, Great Arizona Puppet Slim #PHOINIX
Cifi Conerit #MONTMEAL, Foid thi Birds #TORONTO,

45' & 5" - Great Arizona Puppet Slam #PHOGNIx DS* WUnderKammw #BROOKLYN
r - Call Concrit #MONTREAL
lath - Blood From a Turnlp #PROVIDENCE
18" & 19" - KC Puppet Slam #KANSASXCITY 000@(DC)@(D
10'h- Puppet Showplaci Slam #BROOKUNE r - Simm Notr #MALDON, #AUSTRALIA
20* - Puppet Rampage #FT LAuDEADALE r - Slam Noir #MALOON
TBA - CalArts Puppet Cabaret #VALENCIA 17'* , Kin, Friday'l DunsIOn #PoRTLAND

TSA . Fuesy moud #S[ATTLE

1" & 2" - Great Arizona Puppet Slam #PHosmx
2- - Strung Out #CINCINNATI, Puppet Slamwlch #BALTIMORE ®(30@(5(D@(D
3" & 4" - National Puppet Slim #ATLANTA 1* - PUppit Mantaille,10 #PHILADELPHIA15'h - Blood From a Turnip #PRovIDENCE
TBA - All The Salnts Spaghettl Dinner #RICHMOND, PUNCH #BROOKLYN, TIA . Call Concret #MONTREAL, PUNCH #BROOKLYN,

KC Puppet Slim #KANSASCITY, Das WunderKammer #BROOKLYN, Or.t Arizona Puppit Blam #PHo,Nix, Das WundirKimmor #IROOKLYN

Puppet Underground #DC, Caf* Concret #MONTREAL

www.Puppetslam.com Twitter.com/puppetslam
Facebook.com/PuppetSlamNItwork (14,4, still' .,7/ .;4#49/ Puppetslam. blogspot.com

00ee@(Dee(3000(3
The Puppet Slam Network aims to catalogue, connect, support, and raise awareness for thi growing fiold of independently
produced puppet slams, so artists know where they can perform, venues can find artists, and audionces can be Intertained.
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Penny Francis,Puppetry: AReader inTheatre Practice, Kara Reilly, Automata and Mimesis on the Stage of
New York : Palgrave Macmillan , 2011 . 208 pages . Theatre History. New York : Palgrave Macmillan , 2011 .

232 pages.
Prolific puppet scholar Penny Francis's new offering-Ptippetri
A Reader iii Theatre Practice-emharks on the challenge of illu - In Kara Reilly ',i Amomata alid Mimesis on the St(lge of Theatre
minating the multifaceted nature oi European and Not'th American Historv, the reader A treated to a trans-historical exploration of
puppetry. particularly as it has evolved over the last twenty years. aut<,inata and their theatrical m.inilestaticins. frorn the konodasrn
With impi'essive clarity, Fi'ancis oil'ers brief overviews of'popular ofthe 16"'-century linglish Refc,rniation to the invention ot te,bots
techniques , the elenients of puppet perforillance . atid theciries of in Karel (fapek ' ~ 1920 play Ro~ ,tuil Universal Robots or R . U R.
what defines puppetry as an art form. Reilly posits, following Walter Benjamin, that the historiography of

As a scholar. I appreciate Francis'+ astute observations culled an object reveals details about the societie< iii which it thrivex. that
from her extensive experiences as a teacher. researcher. and avid is. understanding the automaton of:i given era throw< the feat'< and
spectator of both "piiI)~)et theatle" and "theatre with puppets" (a desires of  its inaker and its specttitcirs into clearer tocus.
distinction she clarifies in her first chapter). But it is as an educator Reilly's hoc,k is theoretically ambitious and impeccably re-
that 1 find this book truly remarkable. Until now. offering students searched. but I am most impieved by Reilly's commitment to the
ati up-to-date primer in puppet history, aesthetics. and performance materiality ofthe ob jecA she %tudie~.Whetheritis a charming pic-
has involved an imperfect process of cobbling together a variety of ture of the aiithor hergell'standing behind Pierre Jaquet-Dioik 18'~-
sources published elsewhere. Francis's book expertly distills these century automata. or a detailed stage history of E.TA. Hoffman's
diverse resources into a readable. affordable volume. peppered with literary automaton Olympia. Reilly always reminds her readers
lengthy. well-chosen quotations and suggestions for filrther reading of the physical presence ot these objects and perlormances. never
Five notable essays are reproducedintheirentirety.including Hein- over-simplifying theautomatato meremetaphorortrope. Given the
rich von Kleist's "On the Marionette Theatre" and Rolaild Barthex' ilieth(,dological dillicully (}f resititecting theatrical perfe}rniances
"On Bunraku." Each brief section leaves the reader wanting more. from the past, this approach poses some challenges. In order to
but that is part of the charm of this volume: it opens beyond itsel f analyze the particillarities of one Olympia performance. for instance,
to .1 vast wot'ldolconteitipolary puppet theatte resout'ces that have Reilly rriakes a subgtantial leap iii chiotiology frorn 1911 -century
never felt more accessible. theatrical incarnations to a 2002 National Opera production. The

dexterity of Reilly's perforinance analysis. however, justifies the
review by Dawn Tracey Brandes temporal flexibility.

Overall Reilly's first book is a fascinatine read that will be of
interest to historians and performing object enthusiasts alike.

review by Dawn Tracey Brandes
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A Flowering of Scholarly Interest
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OTHERNESS . 4.-- =-il
Java and Bali on International Stages, 1905-1952 'L
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S  Alfred Jarry
Matthew Isaac Cohen

. .+..A Patan!!EE#kife -ALASTAIR BROTCHIE .
STUDIES IN INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE
 -**2~f ,%~i' ... , . , ..l .~~~ Series Ed#ors Jonelle Remell ond Brtan Singleton .-

Matthew Isaac Cohen , PerJorming Otherness : Java and Alistair Brotchie , Alfred larry : A Pataphysical Life .
B(iii on International Stages, 1905- 1952. New York : Cambridge : MIT Press , 2() 11 . 405 pages .
Palgrave Macmillan, 2010. 285 pages.

A//red farry.· A Pataphysical Li* is the most extensive English bi-
Earlier Western analyses of Javatiese pet Ic,rmance saw theit sub- ography of its subject to date, and shows how puppetry was deeply
ject through a colonialist perspective, oranthropology's study of a woven intolarry's lifeand tum-of-the-century Frenchculture. Like
primitive "other." Matthew Cohen refuses to accept such separa- Craig and Teschner, Jarry was driven to reject European rational-
tions, and understands not only how Europeans approached and ism, realism. and middle-class norms. and he found in puppetry
appropriated Indonesian performance culture in the first half of an alternative world of fantasy, violent rejection of authority. and
the twentieth century. but also how in the same period Asian artists happy transgression.
created versions of Indonesian forms in ways that involved both Brotchie shows how larry combined his passions for puppetry,
respect and reinvention. writing, bicycling, anarchism, and alcohol to create himself as a

Above all, these performances were hybrids. Artists were Eu_ modemist rebel. Despite his self-destructive nature. Jarry was a
ropean, Asian. or of mixed race, and had widely di fferent connec_ brilliant and serious writer striving for acceptance in the highly c o iii-
tions to the traditions they interpreted, Some, like Cldo de Mdrode petitive literary world of Paris. Puppetry was not Jarry's constant
or Mata Hari, had only scant knowledge of Indonesian dance, and concern. but he turned to it regularly. from the scandalous success;
offered orientalist spectacle for Western audiences eager for the of Ubt{ Roi (a puppet play for actors ) in 1896 , to the Thditre de
exotic. Others, such as Raden Mas Jod  jana and Devi Dja. struggled Pantins a year later (a marionette collaboration with Claude Terrasse
topresent Indonesianculturewithintegrity, bending classic Balinese and othersymbolistpoets and artists ); and Ubit sur la Butte. a \ 9() 1
and Javanese forms into a niodern, international style. handpuppet production at the Quat'z'Arts cabaret in Montmartre.

In these contexts, Edward Gordon Craig's and Richard Tesch- Brotchie reveals the depth of Jarry's thinking, pointing out that
ner's fascination with Javanese Hylyang also makes sense as the his absurd -science" of Pataphysics had quite serious roots in his
development of modern, international culture. Craig saw Javanese classes with Henri Bergson. one of the most important French phi-
puppetry as a complex cultural forni worthy of"a lifetime ofstudy"  lose,phers of the time: and that despite his aggressive personality,
it was also a weapon Craig wielded in his battles against European Jarry was routinely 1-ecognized by his Parisian peers as the sniartest
psychological realism. Richard Teschner saw Javaliese rod puppets person in the roc,m. larry embraced the massive changes of the
asliving examples ofthesymbolisttheater heand other Europeans twentieth centuty, and puppetry was central to his understanding
desired. Teschner built puppets modeled on wavang go/ek to cre- of his world. which ix also now ours.
ate what Cohen calls a -hybridized version of Indonesian puppet
tradition." which nevertheless, as Marjorie Batchelder observed, review by John Bell
was "like a strange tropical plant I..1 suddenly transfeired to a
northern city.-

review by John Bell
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Iranian Theatrical Puppetry Rain Rites
(continued from page 13)
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BOY RAIN PUPPET, CHOLI CHAGHAL,
Shamloo. Ahmad. Ketab Kom·heh. Vol. 1. Tehran: Mwiyar, KHORASAN, IRAN
3 ' edition, 2001 Print
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Join UNIMA-USA and ~~ <Slist your puppetry
resources in the ... r;-7 Ea/1 / z

V..9M.*......-.I-'ll ---~ #. 1

PUPPETRY YELLOW PAGES! JOIN BOTH OfGGNIZBTIONS
j This next generation of the Touring Directory soars to

new heights with. See the Country: See the World:
• exciting design • improved organization • expanded listing
categories including: museum exhibits, resident productions, The PUPPETEERS », UNIMA-

touring shows,workshops/classes, design services, ofAMERICA USA
and special events/activities.

Company Level members receive three complimentary listings
in this unique and groundbreaking publication! Don't beleft out
of this new and optimal reference for all things puppetry

I . LAA '11- 0 0 0 11. 1 . 11. .1

UN I MA-USA - www.unima-usa.org
PUPPETEERS of AMERICA - www. puppeteers.org

Ballard Institute anci Museum of Puppetry
at the University of Connecticut

0. -0

1 Red Gate: Pauline Benton and Chinese Shadow Theater in the United States
Pauline Benton revolutionized American puppetry in the 19305 with performances
of the Red Gate Players: the first professional company to perform Chinese shadow
theater in North America. Benton collected traditional shadow figures in Beijing,

,/' ~/"~~ and also commissioned modern figures depicting contemporary lifestyles in urban
China. These rare shadow figures, now owned by Chinese Theatre Works--directed
by Kuang-Yu Fong and Stephen Kaplin--form the core of the exhibit, curated by

I Kaplin. which includes stages, scenic equipment and material from the Benton
4 archives connecting her work to the historical contexts of the 20th-century puppet

revival in the United States.

Frank Ballard: Roots and Branches
This exhibition examines the many influences on Ballard's work, from the 19305
travelling shows of Tony Sarg. Romain and Ellen Proctor, Martin and Olga Stevens,
and Rufus and Margo Rose; to the puppet operas of Kungsholm Miniature Opera,
and the puppet modernism of Turnabout Theater, Basil Milovsoroff, Dick Myers,
Peter Schumann, and Jim Henson; and the continuing influence of
Javanese wayang, Chinese shadow theater, and Sicilian marionefle theater.

Ballard Institute & Museum of Puppetry, University of Connecticut, 6 Bourne Place, Storrs CT 06269-5212
bimp.uconn.edu - 860 486 0339



H~li:JIM HENSON FOUNDATION
* 4* 019' Congratulations to the 2012
1 1 - Jim Henson Foundation Grant Recipients !

PROJECT GRANTS (35,0(joj
501 (see three) ARTS - Dan Froot & Dan Hurlin
Who's Hungry - Santa Monica

Lindsay Abromaitis-Smith The Pigeoning
Robin Frohardt < , tr'Filli m'IA * ~Epyllion

Animal Cracker Conspiracy
The Collector

Robin Frohardt 9.. 7,
The Pigeoning

James Godwi n
Lunatic Cunning

LOCO7  Who's Hungry - Santa Monica
501 (see three) ARTS

Urban Odyssey Dan Hurlin & Dan Froot

Open Eye Figure Theatre ,{<.<
0 4

The Sorcerer's Apprentice

D-Generation: Open Ink Productions
An Exaltation of Larks
Sandglass Theater Triangle

~ Mad Sweeney
Roman Paska

Sandglass Theater

4 D-Generation: An Exal

Lake Simons
Wind Set-Up

«,~ Hanne Tierney
Strange Tales of Liaozhai

Amanda Villalobos
Light Keepers

Epyilion
Lindsay Abromaitis-Smith , CA Viv.7/1 Paul Zaloom

WHITE LIKE ME: A Honky Dory Puppet Show

2{)12 Grant Rert.·,4- B„,irci: Cheryl Henson. Jane Henson, Leslee Asch, Louis Borodinsky,
Heather Henson. Richard Termine. Pam Arciero. Bradford Clark. Janie Geiser. Kathee Foran



Family GRANTS (53,000)
Anne Sawyer-Aitch
Nalah and the PinkTiger

Center for Puppetry Arts
Peter Pan

Glass Half Full Theatre
FupDuck

Strings & Things Puppet Theatre

i 
e

k
d

Songbirds

Thistle Theatre
The King Of Dinosauria

Are They Edible?
Jeanette Yew Fergus Walsh

Hippo
SEED GRANTS ($2,000)
The Bluebird Theatre Toni Schlesinger
The Green Gold Tree Five F/ights Up 6.-'."I':F -14.Melissa Creighton ShadowLight Productions '' 4 *j'*

Love Me Knot The Rebirth OfApsara 1///AF .....~1:Mt:14/9//li:1*:ilrjw#
Double Image Theater Lab Spybird Theatre < *---8
A Chance Shadow Madame Schnuckenack

Jean Marie Keevins & Luis Tentindo P r
Deborah Hertzberg Fox Box/Would You Still Be You? 4
The Seven Dworves: FupDuckWakka Wakka Productions Glass Half Full TheatreA Surviva/ Story

SAGA
Lone Wolf Tribe

Kevin White10.5
The Wayfaring Zombie

Christine Marie
Jeanette YewSignaling Arcana
Are They Edible?

Pantea Productions
Soldier Bear m

E

Nalah and the Pink Tiger
Anne Sawyer·Aitch

2013 GRANTING CYCLE
The Foundation awards grants at the end of each year for the
creation and development of innovative and contemporary work
for adult and family audiences. The postmark deadline for
letters of intent is April 6, 2012
Guidelines are available at: www.hensonfoundation.org

L 
k

To request an application by mail, please contact our office:

37-18 Northern Blvd, Suite 400
Long Island City, NY 11101

Fox Box/Would You Still Be You? Phone: 212.439.7504
Luis Tentindo Email: info@hensonfoundation.org
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The Children in Tadeusz Kantofs Dead Class
(see article, page 14)

A Publicatioti of ~~~»~~UNIMA-USA


